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A&T band makes
history at NASCAR
Ihe Blue & Gold Marching Machine'is the first band, and first historically black
college or university to emperform for a crowd at any Nascar sporting event
MALCOLM EUSTACHE
Managing Editor
NASCAR and HBCU are
not typically found in the same
sentence
let alone the same

-

17th

stadium. On Oct.
that all
changed.
For the first time in the
history of the sport, a college
band was invited to play at a
race and A&T's Blue & Gold
Marching Machine was offered
that honor. The band performed
at the NASCAR Banking 500
for over 30 minutes in front of
the crowd of nearly 140,000 at
Lowes Motor Speedway prior
to playing the Star Spangled
Banner before a nationally
televised audience of over 3
million viewers.
"The largest crowd we had
previously played in front of
was at the Hohda, and that's
about 30,000 people, so this
was just amazing," said Band
Director Kenneth Ruff. "This
is the largest crowd we've
played in front of. It was just a
great opportunity to be the first
HBCU band to perform at an
event like this."
This opportunity's seeds were
first planted back in 2000 when
NASCAR began to develop the
NASCAR Diversity Council.
Within its diversity campaign,
the sport has placed a particular
emphasis on black colleges and
universities. That effort was
combined with the Carolina
CollegeFest 2009 which was
part of the pre-race festivities
aimed' at college students
and a collegiate homecoming
atmosphere.
In a statement onNASCAR's
Diversity Council website,
Chairman and CEO Brian
France states that, "With over 75

million fans, we want our sport
to look like America and attract

the best talent and the most
dedicated fans in the world."
That Saturday
evening,
A&T's band attempted to prove
to NASCAR and its fans that
they certainly had attracted the

best talent.
Staying true to the theme
of diversity, the Blue & Gold

Marching Machine displayed
its wide-ranging repertoire
that included Michael Jackson,
Spears,
Britney
Beyonce,
Luther Vandross, Star Wars,
and the Battle Hymn Corral.
Though the demographics ofthe
audience were not typical, its
warm reception was reminiscent
of any halftime show the band
has ever performed
"All I knew of it [NASCAR]
was what I learned from
Talladega Nights," said senior
biology major and head captain
of Golden Delight, Courtney
Johnson. "But it's a part of the
culture down there and theylove
it. I had never been to anything
like that before. It was prettv

cool."

opportunity of being anywhere
nearaNASCARrace. Duringthe
Spring of2008 Dula participated
in an internship at Lowes Motor
Speedway where he was able
to work the NASCAR All Star
race and meet many of the top
drivers in the sport. But coming
back as a member of the band
representing A&T seemed to
have meant even more to him.
"We've played a lot
of places, but this tops the
list for me," said
Dula. "When I
was doing my
internship I
heard a drum
line play at a
NASCAR
event and
they didn't
sound
too
good
That's when
my
dream
started.
I
told
my
brother that
when I make
it up here,
I'm
gonna
show
them
how a true band

Johnson's "cool" experience
that night was rivaled by the
even cooler temperatures that
dipped into the low 50's. Many
spectators donned heavy coats
and thick blankets, more parallel plays."
to a Green Bay Packers NFL
game than a NASCAR race.
But even temperatures did not
stop the band from giving the
MU
audience a worthy performance.
Ji Jp|
The blaring sounds of the M
instruments seemed nearly
as loud as a racecar engine Kb
and the ladies of Golden f
Delight kept things warm by
sacrificing their jackets for
the sake ofthe performance.
For Jonathan Dula,

ONLINE
HELP US GET
BETTER!!!

theYARD
MAYA ANGELOU
AT CONVOCATION

We want to make sure that we give
you the best coverage we can. Tell
us what you think in our survey
online

Poet, actress, professor, and leader
Mya Angelou will be the keynote
speaker at this years Honor's
convocation ceremony.
PAGE

www.ncatregister.com

a senior motorsports major and
tenor sax player, there was little
he would not sacrifice for the

long timeNASCAR enthusiast,
Dula claims television does
not do the sport justice, and in
order to really experience the
sport, people must attend the
races

Although Ruff, a
graduate of A&T in 1990,
was unable to attend the
actual performance, he visited
Lowes Motor Speedway while
negotiating the deal and was
given the privilege of driving

his car around the track. After
doing so, he admitted
thathe understands
why NASCAR

drivers do what
they do.
"I
just
thought it would
be good for the
band to experience
something a little
different than what
we're used to," said
Ruff. "It's easy to stay
in a comfort zone, but
sometimes you've got
to step outside ofthat.
If the people before
us didn't branch out
we would still be
sitting at separate
lunch counters. So we
owed it to ourselves
to make this little
piece ofhistory."

CAMPUS NOTEBOOK

Commencement issues
resolved; small changes
allow names to be called
Wednesday,. Oct. 14, members
of the Student Government
Association as well as the senior
To graduate is to be given executive board held a meeting
a diploma or to mark with in room 213 of the Memorial
degrees for measurement. Student Union to provide
Although this definition does seniors a chance to voice their
not include the practice of thoughts and opinions on the
being individually recognized matter. Senior class president,
by name during a ceremony, Katerra Riggins, made clear that
many North Carolina A&T the meeting was not held for
students feel that graduation students to complain or simply
just is not graduation without state how mad they were; the
having the satisfaction of meeting was held specifically
hearing their name called and to get suggestions from the
being able to walk across the studentsthemselves.
"The reason why this is
stage.
On Tuesday, October 13 coming out now is because
during a Council ofPresident's they [the university] wanted
Sullivan to bring it before the students
meeting,
Dr.
Welborne, Vice Chancellor for and because Chancellor Martin
Student Affairs, announced is just getting into his position
the possibility of not having and his cabinet and his staff,"
students names called or Riggins said. "It came out
having the chance to walk yesterday, but this is why we're
across stage unless receiving having these types ofthings, so
a doctoral degree. Students that you guys' opinions could
immediately began forming be heard. No decision has been
Facebook groups, sending made, there was no vote this
mass text messages and morning."
A box of papers was passed
forming meetings in protest of
STAGE BAILEY
Online Editor

this decision.
following
The

around so that students had the

day,

� See COMMENCEMENT on Page 2

Sigmas, Alphas host city
council candidates in
upcoming elections
ULEASAJOSEPH
Contributor

n

theWORD
BALLOON BOY
FULL OF HOT AIR
After all the media frenzy and
wasted resources to find a boy
who was never inside of a balloon,
should the parents face charges?

PAGE 7

City council members and
aggie students joined the Eta
chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Inc.
for their program, "Tackling
issues with the community"
in conjunction with the voter
awareness program hosted by
the- Beta Epsilon chapter of
Alpha PhiAlpha Inc. Concerns
within the community, such as
student safety and voting were
discussed at the program.
Mayor Yvonne Johnson,
who is currently up for reelection, opened up the
program. Johnson spoke
about the safety of off-campus
housing, in reference to a
recent shooting. Johnson met
with site managers where the
incident took place, to discuss
the absence of security; both
in police and cameras.
"We want the community
to be safe for our students to
live," Johnson said.
The crowd applauded with
agreement.
Johnson also

theSCORE
HOMECOMING

theSCENE
GOSPEL FILLS

PREVIEW

HARRISON

The football team "promised" the
campus at the pep rally that they
will win the game on Saturday.
Will they hold true?
PAGE 11

James Fortune and the A&T Gos-

spoke about the forthcoming
election with intentions of
encouraging people to vote. She
broadly spoke ofthe importance
ofvoting.
"If we could just get 30% of
the students to vote, it would
make a tremendous difference in
the polls," said Johnson. Other
candidates in the room, running
for office, agreed. Johnson also
suggested the campus sororities
and fraternities to come together
and have a cumulative voter
meeting/rally, in hopes that it
would have a positive effect on
the election and unity amongst
the organizations.
The mayor spoke briefly
about social capital and possibly
starting a college round table
before opening the floor for
and
comments.
questions
Questions were directed in
regards to the possibility of
her re-election. One spectator's
comment in particular gave her
high praise.
"I live in Riverwalk ,a nearby

� See ELECTIONS on Page 2

WEATHER
WEDNESDAY

High:

pel Choir kicked-off Homecoming
2009 before a completely packed
crowd.
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72°

Low
THURSDAY: Sunny | High 72°
FRIDAY: Mostly Sunny | High 70"
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theBLOTTER
Tuesday, October 15,2009
Vandalism-Aggie Village 4 Lot
At 12:30am, a male non-resident
student reported, that his vehicle
was vandalized while parking in
the Aggie Village 4, 5, 6 parking

lot. The estimated value of damage to the vehicle is $600.00. The
case was marked open for further

At 1:33pm, a male resident
student reported that he was
robbed at gun point on Benbow
Rd. while he was walking from
Aggie Suites parking lot. There
were no injuries in this incident.
The case remains open for fur-

ther investigation.

Supp/Arrest-Ward Hall

investigation

Monday, October 19,2009
Burglary-Aggie Suites E
At 5:25pm, a male studentreported some unknown person used
force to enter his room and stole
his property. The estimated value
of the
property stolen is $1459.00. CID
was called to process the scene.
This case
is under further investigation

Thursday, October 22,2009
Breaking & Entering-Market St

At 6:40pm, a University Employee
reported, that an unknown suspect
broke into a vending machine.
At this time it is unknown if any
items are missing. The estimated
damage to the vending machine is
$200.00

Fraud-Ward Hall

At 4:00pm, a male resident student came in Ward Hall & turned
himself in for fraud charges, obtaining property by false pretence, forgery (buying goods) &
fraud (impersonation). The student was transported to Guilford
County Magistrate Office where
he was issued a $2500 secured
bond.
Saturday, October 24,2009
Stolen Vehicle-East Market St

At 3:30pm, a non student male
was arrested during a traffic
stop and charged with felony
possession of a Motor Vehicle,
possession of Drug Paraphernalia, Misdemeanor possession of
Marijuana, Possession of stolen
property (NC Registered Tag) &
speed violation. Case is closed

Seniors still to walk, will not receive
degree folder until after ceremony
COMMENCEMENT From page 1
chance to submit their ideas
about what could be done to
shorten graduation and make
sure that their peers remained
seated for the entire ceremony.
As stated in the meeting, the
reason for even bringing
about a change was due to the
actions that occurred at past
graduations.
Suggestions that were
brought up during the meeting
included placing a fine on
those who didnot stay, waiting
to give students their diplomas
until after the ceremony as
well as the option of signing
a contract. Riggens, whotook
many of the questions as a
member ofthe commencement
committee, mentioned that
walking across stage and
having your name called is a
privilege, not a right.

Sunday, October 25,2009
Armed Robbery- Benbow Rd

can also be found on the school

website's homepage under
"Fall Commencement from
Chancellor."
Both Martin and Dr.
Deborah Callaway, Chair of
the Commencement Committee
and Special Assistant to the
Chancellor expressed their
content with how well the
issue was resolved and felt that
the students did a good job in
representing the senior class.
"It's been a great opportunity
for us to engage in conversations
with our students and we
were very, very pleased with
the outcome, Callaway said.
"My Congrats to the student
leadership, number one, for the
outstanding job that they did
in presenting themselves to the
chancellor and some members
of the chancellor's cabinet. I
just hope that we all have a very
good commencement."

WEDNEJ SDAY

Homecoming Fashion Show

Carolina Theatre
8 p.m.

Ethnic and Gender
Minorities in Science
Marteena Hall
Room 310
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
rmuF

29

Fall Convocation Welcomes
Maya Angelou

Harrison Auditorium
10 a.m.

due to arrest.

Army

Info/Armed Robbery-Off Cam-

ELECTIONS From page 1

pus
At 6:59pm, a non resident international female student is under
investigation for possibility submitting a fraudulent English test
for admission to Graduate School.
Case remains open.

"Getting an education at a
college level is a privilege that
has, over the past years, been
abused," she said. "We have
to set a good example for those
who will follow after us...this
isn't something that will just
happen at our graduation, this is
something that will continue on
until they find a problem with it
later on."
A memo from Chancellor
Harold L. Martin, Sr. was
sent out to students on Friday,
October23regarding appropriate
decorum and behavior for the
commencement
upcoming
ceremonies. Included in the
memo are guidelines for
apparel, arrival and departure
from the ceremony, cell phone
use and the distribution of
degree covers to name a few. It
can also be noted in the memo
that all students' names will be
called and they are asked to stay
for the entire ceremony as well
as the recessional. This memo

At 9:42pm, a female student reported to GPD that she had been
robber at gun point at the Bank
of America ATM on Bessemer
Ave. The gunman took $40.00
from the victim and fled the
scene in a black SUV. A&T CID
was contacted and GPD is the
Investigative Agency.

-

By,

You can view the crime map at ncatregister.com to see where crime is
happening on and around campus.

student housing complex
locatedbehindthe school," said
the student audience member.
"And before you came and
talked to the managers I didn't
feel safe. But because you did
what you did, there are more
police officers in the area and
I now feel safe. So I wanted to
thank you."
The mayor gave closing
remarks and thanked the
audience before taking her
seat. Dr. Sullivan Welborne
Jr., vice chancellor of student
affairs would speaks next.
Welborne, piggybacked on
the issue of students' safety.
He addressed his obvious
concern ofthe well being ofall
students and more specifically
the protection of off-campus

presidential election and what a
difference it made that America
voted. Bass said since city
officials impact us more directly
than the president, there is no
reason not to vote. The room
fell quiet with thought, ponder
and realization.

Bass also discussed an
"Aggie voterrally" to encourage
students to register, if they
hadn't already, and to voice
their opinions by voting. He
then introduced the city council
candidates that were present.
Jim Kee, who is presently
running for district-two city
council, said, "a vote Jim Kee is
a vote forA&T."

ROTC Hall of Fame

"come to A&T to get elected."

Miller included a personal
account of how the margin of
student vote could swing any
election. His anecdote along
with the speeches of others
sent a proactive message ofthe
magnitude of involvedness to
the students.
"This program was not only
successful in a sense that it
provided solutions to issues
surrounding the community,"
said Bass.

"This program made history
because of the two oldest
organizations working together
for a common cause."
The meeting ended with
additional questions directed
to Dr. Welborne and Mayor
Yvonne Johnson who both
received appreciation cards.
Evan
Hauser
of Phi
Beta Sigma Inc., thought
that the program was an

Marikay Abuzuaiter, running
for city council At-large, was
particularly concerned with
the quality of life of east
Greensboro, where the school is
located. Abuzuaiter commented
later that she wanted to "engage
students.
Welborne said 65% of A&T in a waste management accomplishment.
"A lot of students are
studentslive offcampus versus plan" which would attribute
to
the
to the things going
cleanliness
of
the
oblivious
the 35% that live on campus,
on in our community and I
and since majority of students surrounding community.
A few other comments were think this helped, however I
live off campus that is where
made about voting from the had hoped more students would
majority ofhis concern lies.
Marcus Bass, member audience and invited guest. have attended," said Hauser.
Special thanks were given to
of Alpha Phi Alpha Inc., David Miller of the Phi Beta
Inc.,
stressed
that
the
the
Sigma
Mayor, city council members
began with the significance
of A&T students voting. He vote of A&T not be taken for and faculty for attending this
reminded the audience of the granted and if any city official event and encouraging students'
voter turnout from the 2008 wanted a position, they should safety and to vote.

inFOCl

Ceremony

Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
2 p.m.-5 p.m.

Homecoming Mr. & Ms. A&T

Coronation
Corbett Sports Center
7 p.m.

Coronation Reception
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
9 p.m. -10 p.m.
BTnA>

Royal Reception

Memorial Student Union,
Stallings Ballroom
11:30a.m.-1:30 a.m.

Homecoming Jazz Concert
Dudley Hall
Lawn-Parade Grounds
12p.m.-6 p.m.

SGA E-Board Reunion
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
1:30 p.m.-5:45 p.m.
Volleyball

vs. BethuneCookman
Corbett Gymnasium
6 p.m.-8 p.m.

Homecoming Step Show

Greensboro Coliseum
7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY

31

Tailgating Entertainment
Aggie Stadium Primate
Tailgate Area
10 a.m. 2 p.m.

-

Football vs. Bethune-Cookman (Homecoming)
Aggie Stadium
1:30 p.m.-5 p.m.

JNDAY

Iota Phi Theta 40th
Anniversary

Williams Cafeteria
PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS • THE A&T REGISTER

AGGIEMERICA Travis Jackson,VPEA, hypes up the crowd at the pep rally while showing his new Aggie Paraphernalia.

Faculty Dining

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
MONDAY

If you ever see anything suspicious
or need assistance call Campus Police

(336)334-7675
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Students, supporters observe
second annual Congo Week
MARCUS THOMPSON
Senior Reporter

an event, even to travel to the
Congo to see first-hand what's

terms, the upcoming Homecom-

ing events and other factors,
there was less participation this
Wednesday, Oct. 21, the year. However, Musavuli said
Friends of the Congo promoted he still has great joy in seeing
a cell phone boycott from 12-6 people take interest in what the
p.m. to raise awareness of the FOTC is trying to do.
violence in the Congo over natMusavuli said that one of the
ural resources, such as coltan, greatest challenges of creating
which is used in the production an event on campus was fundof electronic devices. Support- ing. The Multicultural Student
ers also formed a flash mob Center along with the N.C.A&T
outside Williams Cafeteria and chapters of the Black History
the film Lumo, a documentary Club, the National Pan-Hellenic
about the rape of the women of Council, and SGA were all acthe Congo, was shown in the knowledged during the open
New Classroom Building Audimic for their support in bringing
torium the same evening.
the eventto A&T this year.
"The challenge has been
An open mic was heldThursday in Stallings ballroom where trying to see how the school
can support activities that will
selected students, lyrical artists from the local community broaden the perspective of the
and from N.Y. all shared pieces students," said the Congo naabout international issues such tive.
as violence, oppression, rape,
"Here at A&T, my experience
and genocide.
has been that the students do not
"I think that there is a lot think globally, but they don't
more consciousness that's been realize that the world is a bigraised due to the emphasis of ger place. Events like this will
the people who put this on last help the student understand how
year," said Raheem Kwaku, an they are connected to the whole
A&T alumnus who hosted the world. The key is to get to the
open mic program.
college students, the leaders of
"Because there is a lot more tomorrow, to expose them to
awareness there are a lot more what is happening and prepare
them for the future afterwards,"
people who agree with the mission and who bring an energy to said Musavuli.
Alvin Black, a senior histhe situation and it's just a better experience because of that. tory major from Durham and
People are on the same page the president of the A&T chapand it's not just a learning expeter of the National Pan-Hellenic
rience, because last year it was Council said, "I feel like Congo
more of a learning experience Week is the upper tier of student
and now people know and they programs as far as political encome to hear more about what gagement on our campus, which
they know and give even more is a necessity for any legitimate
energy," said Kwaku.
institution of higher learning
Musavuli said there were and it's just a blessing to know
about 45 students last year acthat this started here at A&T
and this year it has grown to be
tively working to promote Congo Week and the whole campus at 150 different campuses and
was mobilized, but due to mid- it's tight just to know that these
taking place."

In 1961, Patrice Emery Lumumba, the first elected prime
minister of the Congo said, "We
are not alone. Africa, Asia and
the free and liberated people
from all corners of the world
will always be found at the side
ofthe millions of Congolese.
From Oct. 18-24, North Carolina A&T, along with 150 other
campuses and communities
worldwide, celebrated the 2nd
annual Congo Week in recognition of the conflict in the Congo.

Junior civil engineering majorKambale Musavuli, a native
of the Congo who is a student
coordinator for Friends of the
Congo (FOTC), led the effort
to organize the event at A&T.
FOTC is an advocacy organization in Washington, D.C. that
raises awareness of the conflict
of the Congo and provides support to the people there as well.
Musavuli said raising awareness on college campuses is
important because of the support provided and the influence
college students can have in the
community to persuade community and government leaders to act as well. He said both
the city of Greensboro and the
city of Cambridge have already
passed a resolution in recognition of Congo Week and have
sent a letter to Obama to see
what can be done about the
Congo's situation.
"The whole idea of Congo Week is to get everybody
around the world to see what
they can do in the community to
bring about change in the Congo," said Musavuli. "What we
try to get people to do, wherever
they are, is to get engaged, to do

� See CONGO WEEK on Page 4
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CONGO WEEK From page 3
seeds were planted here."
"The NPHC has a history

of supporting national liberation movements in Africa and
just millions of other projects
in Africa. So locally, the A&T
chapter of NPHC, we try to contribute to it as much as possible
to making sure that this week
came to fruition," said Black.
Black referred to Martin Luther
King Jr. speaking in opposition
of Vietnam and said it is everyone's duty to do the same in this
situation especially when lives
are being lost.
"Six million people is enough,
so this here is just bringing recognition and opening eyes, informing the masses, and this is
how it happens," said Black.
Dr. Maria Teresa Palmer, director of the Multicultural Student
Center, also attended the Congo
Week main events and shared
her compassion for what was

nesi

moving on to stopping corporations that are stealing re-

sources in the Congo, moving
on to organize to impact foreign policy. So, I think that
the main difference [from last
year] is the resolve among the
students," said Palmer.
Musavuli said that he was
pleased with the impact the
event had on those who participated this year and he would
not have done anything differently. "It's up to the students
what we do, and whatever you
do, do it for the Congo. Whenever I graduate, whoever is on
this campus will have to take
up the charge and see what
they can do to bring about
awareness."
Dr. Palmer also stated the importance of having
students discuss and act upon
the important issues of the
world.

"Whether you are a computer
programmer, whether you are
an English teacher, whatever
do when you leave this
you
taking place.
the situation in the
college,
were
and
very shocked
"People
very moved when they saw the Congo is going to be relevant
movie and the images and they to what you do so I think it's
heard about what was going on really important for us as adin the Congo," said Palmer. "We ministrators, faculty, staff to
had people cry, we had the gut inform our students and to
reaction that you have when you help our students understand
find out that a tragedy of that the role they play in creating
magnitude is happening and you or maintaining this situation
didn't even know it and that the like what is happening in the
news stations are not reporting Congo and empowering our
it. People were angry, they were students to act."
Dr. Palmer said that
heartbroken."
the
Multicultural
Student Centhis
Palmer said the difference
year was students were aware of ter will also lend support in
the Congo tragedies and more the Congo Spring Tour next
semester.
focused on creating a moveMusavuli said seeing how peoment.
"There is more commitment to ple worldwide have supported
staying with this and having the the efforts in the Congo gives
cause move forward to where realization to Lumumba's prowe are actually taking action, phetic words and has given
not just raising awareness, not him hope that there will one
just breaking the silence, but day be peace in the Congo.

University tabs Maya
Angelou to deliver
convocation speech
CHELSEA KING
Register Reporter
The Annual Fall Convoca-

tion, an assembly for the entire
university, which launches and
celebrates the academic year,
is set for 10 a.m. tomorrow at
the Richard B. Harrison Auditorium.
The theme of Fall Convocation 2009 is "Celebrating 118
years of Making a Difference,"
with Dr. Maya Angelou, acclaimed poet and author, as the
keynote speaker.
"It is an officialhomecoming
kickoff for alumni, in which we
recognize athletes and alumni,"
said Leonora Bryant, the Director of Alumni Affairs.
Angelou is one of the most
renowned and influential voices
of our time. Lauded as a renaissance woman, Angelou is a celebrated poet, novelist, producer,
dramatist, actress, historian,
filmmaker, and civil rights ac-

score for the 1972 film "Georgia, Georgia."
"I feel that's a good thing
because it would be very positive for our students," said
Adrian Ezell, a sophomore
broadcast production major.
Angelou is one of the most
honored writers of her generation. She has served on two
presidential committees, was
awarded the Presidential Medal of Arts in 2000, the Lincoln
Medal in 2008, and has received 3 Grammy Awards.
In addition, President Clinton requested that she compose a poem to read at his
inauguration in 1993. Dr. Angelou's reading of her poem
"On the Pulse ofthe Morning"
was broadcast live around the
world.
Although Dr. Angelou has
never attended college, she
has received over 30 honorary
degrees and is a Reynolds Pro-

Many may best know her for
the intriguing and inspirational poem called "Phenomenal
Woman," and her 1970s coming-of-age book, "I Know Why

fessor of American Studies at
Wake Forest University.
"I think it's very exciting
because I have never heard her
in person before," said Patrice
War, a sophomore music performance major.

screenplay and composed the

is limited and will be available
on a first-come basis.

tivist.

the CagedBird Sings."
An innovator in films and
television, Angelou wrote the

This event is free and open
to the public; however, seating

Police: Be safe, smart this week
even if it is hidden
Ellis and Bland presented

ASHLEY REID
Copy Editor
"It's Homecoming, not a
home going," said Lt. T.C.

Bland of the University Police
Department (UPD).
Drug and Alcohol Awareness Week (DA AWk) was
held Wednesday, Oct. 21 until
Friday, Oct. 23 to help students become aware of the
dangers of drug and alcohol
abuse. The annual program
was sponsored by Sebastian
Health Center, along with
Housing and Residence Life,
Office of First Year Experience, Greek Life, Counseling
Services and UPD.
Committee Chair Kaye
Ziglar said the purpose of
DAAWk is to heighten the
awareness of the dangers of
drug and alcohol use. "We
purposely have the observance
right before homecoming because a lot of students feel that
drugs and alcohol guarantee a
good time," said Ziglar
The opening ceremony Oct.
21 was held outside Williams
Cafeteria included a demonstration from UPD and patrol
dog Argo. The demonstration
highlighted Argo's ability to
detect any drug from any place

four boxes to Argo, but only one
consisted of drugs. Argo had to
search each box until he found
the drugs in the correct area,
which he did by simply placing
his paw on top of the drug box.
Patrol Officer J.W. Ellis said
Argo is trained to smell drugs
such as, LSD, marijuana, ecstasy and crack/cocaine.
"We will usually reward him
with one of his favorite toys
once he has found the drugs in
the correct area," said Ellis.
Along with the UPD demonstration, 97.1 QMG came out to
support the event by handing
out information on drugs and alcohol and providing free water
to students on campus.
Promotional assistant Willie
Lewis said he came out with the
radio station to remind students
to be safe during homecoming
week.

"There are entirely too many
of 'us' going to jail over stupid
stuff," said Lewis. "We get in
trouble for drugs and alcohol too
much as a culture." Lewis said
it is not necessary to drink and
do drugs to have a good time.
"I mean hey, you can actually remember everything you did
for homecoming," said Lewis

with a chuckle

Junior Charlene McPherson
said she enjoyed the program,
specifically Argo's demonstration.

"The dog is very smart and
felt
very safe knowing that he
I
can detect drugs easily," said
McPherson.

Carr.

Carr reminded students that
one moment of fun is not worth
ruining the rest of your life.
Carr was an established journalist until he had an accident
due to drunk driving and killed
a young man.
He spent time in prison and
lost his prior job as a result of
it.
"I went from having an A in
my social life to having an F,"
said Carr.

McPherson said people are
likely going to act crazy
since homecoming has landed
on Halloween this year, but
she was glad to see programs
to make students aware of the
Lt. Walter Heaviland of
dangers they could face if they the High Point Police Departallow their alcohol and drug use ment said students should try
new things and give full effort
to get out of control.
"If you know you are going to prevent friends from drunk
to drink just make sure you have driving.
"If you plan on having a
a driver," said McPherson.
Bland emphasized that pogathering, make sure you keep
lice would be out working not tab on everyone drinking or eionly the game, but campus as a ther collect all the keys into a
box a lock them into a room.
whole in prevention of vandalism and any other crime.
That way only the sober
"I hope there are not a lot of driver will be able to gain acproblems, but people will take cess to the box and find the right
advantage of the opportunity to key," said Heaviland.
Bland reminded students
do mischief," said Bland.
DAAWk continued Oct. they want everyone to have a
22 and Oct. 23 with programs good time, but to be safe at the
consisting of speakers from same time. "If it seems wrong,
Mothers Against Drunk Driving don't do it," said Bland.
Ziglar said, "We don't want
(MADD), High-Point Police
Department and former radio any tragedies, we want a happy
and television personality Tolly homecoming."
most

Wickham, institute, redefine journalism education
DEXTER R. MULLINS

(HBCUs)

Editor-in-Chief
There is no doubt the realm
of journalism is in a state of
evolution. What remains to
be seen is how this evolution
will affect the instruction of
the craft. DeWayne Wickham,
Director of the Institute for
Advanced Journalism Studies
at North Carolina A&T, decided that he did not want to
wait for change to take place;
he wanted to lead it.
When he found out The

Carnegie Corporation and the
Knight Foundation had come
together to redefine what it
means to teach journalism,
and were redesigning the curriculum of some of the "top"
J-Schools in the nation, he became alarmed.
The "News 21" initiative
the foundation had started did
not include any historically
black colleges or universities

"There are about 12 schools
involved in this effort," Wickham said. "Unfortunately there
was not a single HBCU included in this effort. I see this as a
really good opportunityfor us to
decide what we can do to change
the curriculum of HBCUs as we
begin to look down the road at
the 21 st century."
HBCU's, Wickham said,
have a different set ofproblems
when it comes to teaching journalism. Schools like the University of Maryland, or New York
University, can't relate to the
same issues.
So instead of trying to find
a way to get black schools involved, Wickham formed his
own initiative: the "TwentyFirst Century News Bureau."
The list of participants read

like a"who's who" in journalism
and education: Keith Woods;
Dean of Faculty at the Poynter
Institute, Dr. Yvonne Welbon;

Chair of Journalism and Media will be much more prepared."
Williams joined the converStudies at Bennett College, Dr.
Valerie Denise White; Chair Of sation in the conference by teleconference
the Black College Communication Association, Paula MadiSpeaking on behalf of FOX,
son; Executive Vice President
she said that the organization
for Diversity at NBC, Mitsy was committed to supporting
Wilson; Senior Vice Presi- this endeavor.
And as the majority owner of
dent of the FOX Entertainment
National Geographic, The Wall
Group and many more.
Gathered together in the exStreet Journal, The New York
ecutive board room of the North Post, and Myspace, among others, FOX has the resources beCarolina A&T Alumni Foundation Event Center, the group hind its name to honor this combrought forth new and exciting mitment.
"We know the value of ha
ideas and plans on how they
can retool the minority instituving and hiring diverse voices,"
tions to not only keep up with Williams said. "I'm a little sadthe changes in the field, but to dened that we were not given
make the graduates of their rethe opportunity to participate in
spective programs leaders in the the 21 st century journalism program, that would have given us
industry.
"Content is king," Wickham funding for our students."
The group expects to have
said. "CNN is running its programs in repeat because they some tangible plans set in place
don't have enough content. If and ready for students to engage
we can get our students to proin by sometime late next year.
duce real world content, they

International Aggies celebrate "Dia De Los Muertos"
NISHASTREETER
Contributor
Glitter, confetti and googly
eyes illuminated the Student
rd

Union on Friday, Oct. 23
as International and national
students exposed their innerchild when they were given
the chance to cut, glue and
color Calaveras and Calacas
("skulls'" and "skeletons")
during a celebration of 'Dia
de los Muertos' (Day of the
Dead).

Dr. Maria Palmer, Director
of the Multicultural Center,
organized the 'Dias de Los
Muertos' event, to educate
students on another culture

besides their own.
It also gave the International students a chance to interact
with other students who also
attendA&T.

'Dias de los Muertos', also
known as the Day of the Dead,
is a ritual celebrated in Mexico
and other Spanish-speaking
countries.
It's a joyous occasion to celebrate the memory of ancestors
and the continuity of life.
The celebration occurs on
Nov. I s' and Nov. 2nd annually.
Traditions include building
private altars honoring the deceased, using sugar skulls, marigolds, and the favorite foods and
beverages ofthe departed.
It is believed that during the
Day of the Dead, it is easier for
the souls ofthe deceased to visit
the living. Families intentionally encourage visits by the souls.
"The celebration of 'Dias De
los Muertos' is very important,
because it allows some Aggies
who have never had an opportunity to be exposed to these customs to be a part of it, enjoy it

and understand it," said Palmer.
"So, that then it becomes something that they can relate to. So
that there's no fear, and they
won't be scared of it."
Students gathered around to
taste the authentic Mexican food
and snacks that were served.
The menu consisted of Pan
de Muertos, Jamaica, Tortillas,

and Tortas. "Agua de Jamaica"
and hibiscus juice were served
to wash down the refreshments.
"I love the Spanish culture;
I've been in every Spanish club
growing up. I love being involved in any and all activities
associated with it," said Joseph
Jabre, a junior computer science
major. "We are celebrating the
Day of the Dead—meaning that
we are celebrating those who
have passed. So, it's more of a
festival of love."
"It's a fun time it allows
people to come together and

share their own cultures," said

Palmer.
Palmer led the students as
they sang "Demos Gracias"

before eating the main entree

Tortas".

Tortas, a Mexican sandwich
served with avocado, peppers,
meat and cheese, seemed to be a
favorite among the attendees, as
there was a high demand for it.
"The things that we don't understand sometimes become a
source of fear or distrust. Then
we think, "What is going on?
We might hear about Dias De
Los Muertos, and think it's worshiping the dead. It becomes a

threatening idea.
"But, if you understand what

is being celebrated and you participate then you start to relate,
you can draw parallels, and
make connections to things you
might do in your culture" said
Palmer.

Duval, Hart, bring smiles and laughs to thousands of Aggies
CARLTON BRONW

Business Manager

DUVAL Shows people how to satisfy their mates the "real way."

Early tuesday night with
the rain pouring with no signs
of slowing down, locals and
aggie nation enjoyed a night
of laughter to start the week's
homecoming festivities off in
the right direction. The crowds
began to gather later than
anticipated but quickly after 7
p.m. reserved seating became
a thing of the past. Just before
8p.m Radio Personality B. Dot
got the crowd involved with a
couple mixes that got everyone
out oftheir seats.
First up on stage was
Atlanta's own Lil Duval whose
calm and nonchalant demeanor
had the crowd gasping for air
falling out of their chairs with

tears running in both eyes. He of energy elaborating on the own uncle's
Last but most definitely
story telling ability had the struggles of family life and
not least was Amez J. who
crowd amused and puzzled relationship status.
with his vivid impersonations of
Telling theaudience about his made sure that the unfortunate
rapper's lyrics from T- Pain to son'srants and whyhe constantly audience members who couldn't
Lil Boosie.
disapproves of his actions. find seats got their money worth
"He had me weak." Said Hart then spoke to the female and enjoyed the show as much
Junior Carlos Evans. "I Got my audience about their emotions as the front row.
His storylines and racial
and males way of behavior
money worth." Said Evans
Duval characteristics ofsome causing the arena to burst into depictions put the crowd at their
of the audience hairstyles and tears with his impersonations. last stand, weak to the knees
fashion sense made the audience The arena hung on his every with their entire faces in their
nervous negotiating with the word like bible scriptures shirt tops, playing oldies for the
camera operator's not to shine laughing and giggling, with no men and woman who fell in and
the light on them, showing the signs of containment causing out of love capping it off with
audience he wasn't afraid to every student in relationships to his worldfamous old man dance
regime.
make fun ofhimself.
gaze at the significant others.
Hart Wouldn't stop there
The comedy show in general
"I was looking at the light
every time he pointed." Said going into detail about his according to the audience was
Senior Azikeweh Hall.Next to gangster uncle, and how the better in good and should only
arrive with the most anticipated tandem are worlds apart making be a prelude for what's expected
of the group comedian Kevin theaudience eruptimpersonating of the greatest homecoming on
Hart hit the stage with a bundle Hart's voices as if it were their earth.
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'Krimson profitable despite weak economy
7

DEXTER R. MULLINS
Editor In Chief
New York, NY—Suave, sophisticated and debonair, Univer-

sity of North Carolina alumni
Kwame Jackson's luxury tie
line, Krimson, gives all of its
clients that extra flare that helps
to not only pull the ensemble
together, but also provide the
executive mentality.

While the world of retail
may be struggling to find its
lifeline in the biggest economic
collapse since the Great Depression, Krimson has managed to
thrive and grow. One of the main
reasons behind his success is the

median price point of Jackson's
tie. Consumers can get a hand
woven, silk scarf for $75.
Jackson, who was the runnerup on the first season of "The
Apprentice," launched Krimson
in 2007. Jackson says that the
show allowed him to build the
personal brand that has allowed
him to succeed today.
"It's like my preacher says:
'The setback ain't nothing but
the set-up for the comeback,'"

Jackson said. "After the show's
conclusion, I was faced with
all kinds of opportunities. I had
direct offers from Mark Cuban
and Bob Johnson, chances to go
back to Wall Street; all kinds of
things. I basically said 'alright
this is it, a chance to go workfor
someone else but a chance to do
something for myself and create
a unique platform."

Jackson launched Krimson

after fans and viewers of "The
Apprentice" commented on

how much they liked his shirts

and ties. After careful develop-

ment and planning, Krimson
was launched in a test market in

New York.
"I saw a lack thereof ofyoung
professionals generation x style
that was relevant to people who
weren't looking to wear their
grandfather's tie," Jackson said.

Starting with the New York
2004, Krimson
quickly developed with the creation ofthe online boutique during the holiday season of 2007,
test market in

and then went full retail in June
of 2008, being picked up by
first Belk and then Macy's na-

tionwide

As recent as this past August, Krimson has continued
to grow despite the harshness
of the economy. Jackson part-

nered with steakhouse legend
Jeff Ruby to develop an additional necktie line to expand the
market. Jackson was also in Atlanta on Wednesday for a "trunk
showing" of his line.
There is no doubt that Krimson will be expanding even further in the future. Jackson hopes
to develop not only more ties,
but also additional accessories
and eventually, a full-blown
line of menswear. There are also
plans for additional brands at
various prices, such as "Kreme
by Kwame" at the $195 price
range, and KBK at the $19 to
$29.95 price range.
Jackson is looking to open up
stores in New York, and expand
to othermarkets.

In the North Carolina market, you can find "Krimson" at
the Belk's in Crabtree Mall in
Raleigh, and in Southpark in
Charlotte.
KWAME JACKSON was the runner-up on the first season of"The Apprentice." He has since launched his own very successful business ventures.

Do you like to write? Do you

n do it online at www.ncatregister.com

Author Niki Kendall will be at
booksigning Friday on campus
MARCUS WALKER
Contributer

over time

African Americans as being
"The book came from a successful or being able to
lot experiences that I have contribute to society.
is
a
Because ofthis one of her
personally gone through," says
teacher,
Kendall
who
Niki
reasons for writing this book
motivational speaker, writer, Kendall.
"I was happy to have the was to erase the stereotype
and mom will be at the North
Carolina A&T State University opportunity to write about that is portrayed in a lot ofthe
bookstore on Friday for the people ofcolor in a good light." media.
The question that Kendall
signing of her book "Makin Being a successful African
Happy," which was released in American woman herself, hopes this novel brings
receiving a Master's degree forward is"Who isresponsible
April.
In this book audiences follow from the Rutgers University for our happiness?" "I want
the life of the main character, Mason Gross School ofthe Arts, readers to realize that we
Asia Blake, who is an upbeat, lecturing at a University level, are in control of our own
motivated, and courageous having extensive experience in happiness," Kendall says.
woman. AsiaBlake goes through the wine business, and currently
The emotional experiences
many obstacles that many teaching in the public school that are brought up in the
people can relate to such as system, Kendall wanted to book will have the readers
love, friendships, relationships show many a side of the black mesmerized, and wanting to
and many other experiences that community that many people read more.
mold people into the individuals are ignorant to.
Kendall believes that
There are still a lot ofpeople "Makin Happy" will uplift all
who they eventually become
in America that don't see those whoread it.

Come to our meetings, i
5p.m. in GCB

Are you
registered
VOTE?
oting is going on all
this week in Greensboro.
GO VOTE
Why aren't you writing?

HEY
AGGIES!

Contributors meetings

tcr ingredients.
fetter Pizza.
STUDENT SPECIAI
IARGE 1-TOPPRslC
(<»6>4S4.?51S

are every Wed. @ 5
p.m. in 328A GCB.

Madoff associate dies
BRIAN SKOLOFF
Associated Press

—

West Palm Beach, Fla. (AP) A
man accused of making more
than $7 billion off the investment

schemes of jailed finan-

cial manager Bernard Madoff
drowned after having a heart

attack, authorities said Monday.

Jeffry Picower, 67, was
found around noon Sunday by
his wife, Barbara, at the bottom ofa pool at their oceanside
mansion.
"He's at the bottom of the

pool. It's too deep.

I can't get him out," she
cried hysterically on the 911
call. "He must have collapsed
I can't get him out... I don't
know how long he's been
there."
She eventually pulled him
from the water with help from
a housekeeper. He died a short
time later at a nearby hospital.
An autopsy conducted Mon-

...

day found he suffered a heart
attack and drowned, said Dr.
Michael Bell, chief medical examiner for Palm Beach County.
The death has been ruled accidental, and the heart attack
was brought on by heart disease.
Toxicology tests are pending.
"Obviously, we won't have
results for a couple ofweeks but
we don't anticipate them showing anything," Bell said.

In a lawsuit to recover Madoff's assets, trustee Irving Picard
demanded Picower return more
than $7 billion in bogus profits.
Picard has said the litigation
would continue.
Picower suffered from Parkinson's disease and had "heartrelated issues," said family attorney William D. Zabel.
He described Picower's
health as "poor."
Picower's home and property is worth more than $33
million, according to the county

"If they do and it shows
something unusual, we will
amend the death certificate to
reflect that."
records.
Police had been investigating
He was No. 371 on the 2009
the death, pending the autopsy Forbes 400 list ofthe wealthiest
results.
Americans, with a net worth of
They now say the case is $1 billion.
closed.
Picower and his wife started
"Right now, that's it for us," the Picower Foundation in 1989,
said Janet Kinsella, a spokeswhich has donated millions of
woman for the Palm Beach Podollars.
lice Department.
But after the Madoff scandal
Picower had been accused by broke in December, the Picower
Madoff investors of being the foundation, whose assets were
biggest beneficiary ofMadoff's managed by Madoff, said it
schemes.
would be forced to close.
Picower had asked that the
lawsuit against him be dismissed, saying it was unsupported by the facts.
Judith Welling, 72, and her
husband, DeWitt Baker, 85, of
New York City, said they lost
$2.5 million to Madoff.
Welling simply expressed
disgust at Picower's death.
"I don't have any emotions
about this guy. I think he's
a crook but there's so many
crooks involved," she said.
Steven R. Schlesinger, a
New York lawyer who represents about 25 Madoff investors, called his death "another
tragedy in a string of tragedies
surrounding Madoff."
"Only time will tell whether
Jeffiry Picower was a victim or a
villain," Schlesinger said Monday.

While some speculated his
death could make it more difficult for suing investors to recoup
their money, at least one attorney called it "a minor hiccup in
the litigation against him."
"I think it's a tragic event,"
said Peter Shapiro, a Florida
attorney whose firm represents
several Madoff investors.
"Ultimately, the litigation
against his estate will go forward and investors will watch
closely on the bankruptcy trustee's efforts with the expectation
that there will be a recovery for
their benefit."
Madoff is serving a 150-year
prison sentence after he admitted losing billions of dollars for
thousands ofclients over a halfcentury career that saw him rise
to be a Nasdaq chairman.
Madoff's attorney, Ira Sorkin, did not respond to a request
for comment.
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Chavez suggests nation take cold showers
CHRISTOPHER TOOTHAKER
Associated Press

-

A
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP)
nation built atop a sea of energy
is struggling to keep the lights
Demonstrators angrily bran-

dish surge-damaged blenders,
televisions and stereos outside
the offices of Venezuela's state
utility company. Others bum
electricity bills in the streets to
protest recurring blackouts.
A record drought and years
of poor planning have made
blackouts and water shortages
an increasingly frequent fact
of life in much of oil-rich Venezuela, prompting protests that

have President Hugo Chavez
scrambling for answers.
The leftist leader is using his
near daily televised speeches to

urge Venezuelans to turn down
their air conditioners and abandon their swimming pools.
He's even lectured the country on embracing the virtues of a
cold, three-minute shower.

Chavez has sprung into action in the past week, announcing a contingency plan to conserve electricity and appointing
a new Cabinet minister to oversee the electrical sector.
Chavez says rationing may
be in order and he'll set an ex-

ample by turning down the air
conditioning and turning off
more lights at the presidential
palace

Wasting electricity is "a
crime," the president says, and
on Sunday he warned shopping
malls that they use too much
powerand should no longer rely
on a cheap supply.

"They're going to have to buy
their generator, and if not I'll cut
off their power," he said.
The socialist leader blamed
part of the predicament on
wealthy Venezuelans who have
swimming pools, wash their
cars compulsively and have a
TV set in every room.
"Those who waste the most
are the rich," he said.
Total power consumption

has risen about 25 percent since
a period during which
2004
Venezuela enjoyed an oil boom
while electricity rates have been

"It's El Nino," he said, referring to the periodic phenom—
enon in which warming of the
tropical Pacific Ocean creates
frozen, leaving little incentive unusual weather patterns.
El Nino is blamed for a lack
to save energy.
Millions of poor Venezuelans ofrainfall that is causing water
help themelves to electricity for shortages and starving the hydroelectric dams that produce
free by splicing wires onto power lines.
about three-fourths of VenezuCritics ofChavez contend the ela's electricity.
government ignored the root of
Chavez says the water level
too
investat
the Guri dam, the country's
far
the problem
long:
ments needed to expand power
largest, is about 30 percent beproduction and satisfy rising low its previous record low.
Venezuela's rainy season
consumption.
Opposition newspaper editor ends next month and significant
Teodoro Petkoff, in his daily Tal rainfall isn't likely to return unCual, accused Chavez and his til May or June, so many experts
allies of neglecting the energy expect more power failures.
Staggered water rationing
sector and said: "The electricity crisis is Hugo Chavez's le— by cutting off supplies to a
gitimate son. DNA tests are not district for a day — is due to
start in Caracas next month and
necessary to prove it."
Chavez concedes that delays Chavez is calling on Venezuin maintenance and faulty plan- elans to conserve water.
He recently joked that he
ning are partly to blame, but
insists that rising demand and needs only three-minute showrecent weather changes are bigers: "I've counted and I don't
end up stinking; I guarantee it."
ger problems.

Defendant stays away from genocide trial
forces of nationalism, hatred
and fear to pursue his vision of
an ethnically segregated Bosnia."
Dozens of war survivors

makers during the war. Insiders, international observers
and victims of Bosnian Serb
crimes that were the bloody
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) hallmark of the 1992-95 war
U.N. prosecutors opened their
will testify, he said.
genocide case against Radovan crowded into the courtroom's
He mentioned Biljana
Karadzic on Tuesday — de- public gallery and other rooms life imprisonment.
tribunal
Kwon
said
he
had
warned
as one of Karadzic's
set
aside
for
them
at
the
Plavsic
spite his continued boycott of
to watch the trial. As the case Karadzic he must accept the key collaborators. Earlier
the case — calling him the "unconsequences of refusing to be Tuesday, Plavsic — the only
disputed leader" and "supreme began they whispered to one another,
but
fell
silent
as
at his trial.The three-judge panwoman among the 161 people
gradually
of
commander"
Serbs responstateto
indicted by the International
began
opening
his
el
decide
how
Tieger
proceed
will
sible for atrocities throughout
the
ment.
next
week
after
Criminal Court for the former
prosecution
war.
Bosnia's brutal four-year
Outside the court during a finishes its opening statement.
Yugoslavia — was released
Yugoslav war crimes tribunal
from
a Swedish prison after
Esnaf
Prosecutors
Karadzic
in
proceedings,
allege
break
judges ruled that the case could
was the driving force behind serving two-thirds of an 11start despite Karadzic's refusal Moujic, 42, said he was disapto attend for the second straight pointed Karadzic was not in atrocities beginning with the year sentence for war crimes.
ethnic cleansing of towns and
Tieger quoted Karadzic as
day. Karadzic, who is defending court.
"Again, it is Karadzic who villages to create an ethnically saying before the war that Serb
himself, claims he has not had
is dictating what happens," said pure Serb state in 1992 and forces would turn the Bosnian
enough time to prepare.
With the defendant's chair Moujic, who fled the Bosnian culminating in Europe's worst capital Sarajevo into "a black
where 300,000
empty, prosecutor Alan Tieger town of Bratunac in April 1992 massacre since World War II, in cauldron,
Srebrenica
with
his
wife
and
child
and
now
1995.
Muslims
die." He said
in
will
said Karadzic "harnessed the
The Bosnian war left more witnesses who survived the
lives in the Netherlands. "He dethan 100,000 people dead, most deadly 44-month siege of the
cided in 1992 and again now."
of them'victims of Bosnian Serb city would describe living "in
Moujic said hearing the prosconstant fear, day after day,
ecutor recount the beginnings of attacks.
Karadzic's whereabouts were for years, knowing that they or
the Bosnian war was painful,
even though it told him nothing unknown until his arrest last their loved ones were targets."
The prosecution will call
he did not already know. "It is year after 13 years on the run.
shocking to come here," he said. When he was captured he was other witnesses from Sre"You relive the images of how it posing as New Age healer Dr. brenica, where Bosnian Serb
was back in '92."
Dragan Dabic, disguised behind forces killed more than 7,000
Presiding judge O-Gon thick glasses, a bushy beard and Muslim men and boys in July
1995, he said.
straggly gray hair.
Kwon said he regretted Karadzic's decision not to attend
They were "victims who
Tieger said some of the evithe hearing and will consider dence against Karadzic would miraculously survived by
feigning death" and mothers
imposing a lawyer to represent come from the defendant himhim if he continues to boycott self, in the form of telephone who "tried in vain to shield
the proceedings.
intercepts and transcripts of his their boys from being taken to
Karadzic faces 11 charges
speeches to Bosnian Serb law- the killing fields."
MIKECORDER
Associated Press

genocide counts and nine
other war crimes and crimes
against humanity. He has refused to enter pleas, but insists
he is innocent. If convicted, he
faces a maximum sentence of
two

Chavez's government is distributing energy-saving light
bulbs and setting up dieselpowered generators in the most
affected regions. He is also
mulling a decree that would let
the government fine consumers
who use too much electricity.
He says businesses should
turn off their illuminated signs.
A power outage that knocked
out a nebulizer used to treat her
2-year-old daughter for asthma
prompted AixaLopez, a 39-yearold lawyer in Caracas, to start a
pressure group that monitors the
extent of the problem.
Her Committee for People
Affected by Power Outages
reports that blackouts have recently hit all of Venezuela's 24
states, and eight of them are

—

suffering frequent outages
on average three to five times
a week and up to 12 hours at a
time in the worst cases.
Blackouts at hospitals have
interrupted surgeries.
Several major outages in Caracas this year have shut down

the subway and street lights
"There's no denying government inefficiency caused this
crisis," Lopez said, noting that
Venezuela never experienced
significant power outages or

other problems before Chavez
nationalized key electrical companies in 2007.
The government says it has
spent $16.5 billion on updating
the electrical grid since 2002,
but only two of about three dozen projects have been fully completed, according to the Web site
of the state-run electricity corporation. In areas where blackouts are most frequent, some
exasperated Venezuelans seem
to be losing their patience.

Farmer Rafael Moreno said
one blackout shut down the
air conditioning system at his
chicken farm in western Tachira state and killed more than
12,000 chickens.
"I lost over $27,000 in a matter of four hours," said Moreno,
who has since bought diesel
generators to cope.

Obama hopes to
kickstart refinement
of U.S. energy grid
CHARLES BABINGTON
Associated Press

-

ARCADIA, Fla. (AP)
President Barack Obama made a
pitch for renewable energy

Tuesday, announcing $3.4 billion in government support for
100 projects aimed at modernizing the nation's power grid.
Touring a field of solar energy panels in west-central
Florida, the president urged
greater use of several technologies to make America's power transmission system more
efficient and better suited to
the digital age.

The projects include installing "smart" electric meters in homes, automating utility substations, and installing
thousands of new digital transformers and grid sensors.
"There's something big
happening in America in terms
of creating a clean-energy
economy," Obama said, although he added there is much
more to be done.

He likened the effort to the
ambitious development of the
national highway system 50
years ago.
Obama said a modem grid

could give consumers better

control over their electricity
usage and costs, and spur development of renewable energy

sources such as wind and solar.
The $3.4 billion in grants
from the government's January economic stimulus program

will be matched by $4.7 billion
in private investments.

The smallest grant will be
$400,000 and the largest $200

million.
"We have a very antiquated
(electric grid) system in our
country," Carol Browner, assistant to the president for energy
and climate change, told reporters.
"The current system is outdated, it's dilapidated."
Matt Rogers, the Energy Department official involved in the
program, said the 100 projects
were selected from 400 proposed
The money will be distributed over the next two months

and the work is expected to be
done over the next one to three
years, he said.
The U.S. Chamber of Com-

merce, which has been at odds
with Obama over health care,

energy

and

other

matters,

praised the clean-energy initiative.
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Where is
CNN's'White
in America?

1

Itnever fails to amaze me how oblivious to race
people truly are. Lets take CNN's new minority
special, "Latino in America." "What's wrong with
it?," you may be asking. Well, let's start with the
comparison ofthis to the highly controversial and
stereotypical "Black in America" parts one and
two.

As if it wasn't bad enough that part one only
exploited and confirmed every stereotype known
to man in regards to black people, part two was no
better. Instead of showing the prominence ofblack
people and the struggle to be equal, CNN took people out ofthe "American hood" and placed them in
"African hoods" so that they could better appreciate the luxuries ofliving in the American ghettos.
They wanted the kids to see what "real poverty"
was like. I didn'tknow CNN was
the authority on what it means to
live in poverty. Howrude is it of
anyone to say that one person's
suffering is less severe than
someone else's?
Wow, really noble of you,

Balloon Boy: A lot of hot ai
I yelled at him, show." Falcon became sick dur- have began to investigate the well
but we got him ing two separate TV interviews being ofthe children.
back."
when he was asked why he hid.
The Federal Aviation AdminThe balloon
Maylumi Heene admitted in a istration is also doing an invesboy controversy court document that the incident tigation due to Denver Internagained a lot of was in fact a hoax that she and tional Airport facing brief delays
attention in the her husband had planned 2 weeks as the balloon travelled across its
media as well as prior. She saidthat they knew that airspace.
order to track hurricanes.
online.
Faced with the overwhelmFalcon was hiding in the home
It was recent- and was not in the balloon.
The balloon stayed airborne NOMA
ing evidence that the incident
for about 2 14 hours as millions VILLANE
ly a Trending
The Heene family was apart was in fact a stunt for media atwatched live.
Topic on Twitofthe "Wife Swap" cast late last tention, there are a few pressing
The Army National Guard ter after someone started a rumor year, appearing again in Februquestions. Should the parents be
ary. Maylumi stated that the famcharged criminally?
sent out combat helicopters in that Kanye West died.
the hopes ofrecovering the boy
Multiple "tweets" were typed ily wanted exposure to gain a reAnd if so, what happens to the
safely from the balloon.
kids? Maybe more importantly,
saying, "To whoever started the ality show.
The balloon finally landed Kanye West rumor, Imma give
Richard and Maylumi are both what were those parents thinksoftly in a field 50 miles away at you a minute, but Balloon Boy facing local charges for the inciing?
dent. Charges recommended by
The investigation is going to
1:38pm. When authorities went had the best hoax of this year."
to the balloon to obtain Falcon,
There is also a "Balloon Boy" Colorado Sherriff Jim Alderden determine how safe the kids are
they learned that he was not in Halloween costume available that for the parents include conspirawith their parents. After all, hoax
the balloon.
a Canadian company created.
cy, contributing to the delinquenor not, the parents put those kids
It was feared that Falcon may
The case garnered much more cy of a minor, and making a false in danger.
have fallen out and a large search controversy when the family apreport to authorities.
Allowing his sons to play in
for the boy began.
No charges have been filed the backyard with a large balloon
peared on Larry King Live and
He was found 2 hours later Falcon was asked the reason beyet, and the parents are not under unattended, especially after telling reporters he had just yelled at
in the attic of his home. Richard hind not coming out from his hid- arrest.
Heene told reporters, "He said he ing place.
The three Heene children are Falcon for getting into the basket
was hiding in the attic because I
He turned to his father and still in the custody of their parthat day, was clearly irresponyelled at him. I am really sorry said; "you said we did this for a ents, but child protective services sible.
On October 15, a large Mylar
balloon lifted from the backyard
of the Heene family. It was believed that six year old Falcon
Heene in Fort Collins, Colorado
was in the basket of the homemade balloon. Richard Heene,
Falcon's dad, built the balloon in

CNN.

DEXTER

MULLINS

The only thing about "Black
in America 2" that was worth
anything was the different aspect ofreporting that was done,
showing the changes that are

taking place in the Black community. This only
happened after thousands ofpeople fussed that the
first "Black in America" justraised more questions
than it answered.
Now, we have "Latino in America." I went into
it expecting the exact same thing, but trying to be
non-biased, as I had already formulated my opinion. I was blown away at the complete difference
ofthe shows.
For one, it was marketed differently. Just look
at the trailer for "Black in America," then compare
it to the same for "Latino in America." In my opinion, solely my opinion, the preview for Black in
America makes it seem like every black person is
struggling, and that it is a burden to wake up and

PILOTS OF JET THAT OVERSHOT DESTINATION
SAY THEY WERE NOT SLEEPING

be black.
The trailer for Latino in America makes it seem
like Latinos are justtrying to find themselves in the
mainstream and preserve their culture. It even says
"soon the minority will become the majority." One
ofthe phrases for "Black in America" was "why do
you hate me because I'm black?"
These are two totally different perspectives on
very similar issues, all done from the same net-

work.
It is absolutely great that CNN wants to spotlight what it means to be a minority in America,
and I'm sure there will be an Asian in America, and
a Native American in America, and so on. But here
is the real point: it only means something to be a
minority in America because it means something
totally different to be white in America.
We live in a country of double standards. A
country where, believe it or not, your skin color
really does matter. All ofthese minority specials
were only made for one group ofpeople, and that
would be white people.
Minorities ofall types may have different cultures and backgrounds, but we all share in the exact same struggle - the struggle to become equal to
our white counterparts. I don't need CNN to tell
me what it's like to be Black or Latino in America
when I grew up in a neighborhood ofnothing but
minorities who all worked equally hard for the exact same goals, went to the same churches, bought
food from the same stores, worked in the same
places, and were discriminated against equally.
This is purely insulting to minorities whenCNN
only chooses to show the lives ofthe most brokendown blacks, or the most distant Latino children,
or any other main stereotype of a minority. But to
white people, it's like watching a profile on "the
other people" so they can sympathize and understand and try to make us feel like they share our
issues. They don't.
So CNN, I would just like to know, where is
"White in America?" I want to know what it's like
to wake up everyday having the advantage, to not
have to deal with racist cops, to not have to work
three times harder than everyone else just to get
noticed. I want to know how it feels to get a job
with a C- average over people with 4.0's just because I look like the interviewer does. What is it
like to be in charge of everything despite not being
the majority of anything? How does it feel to just
be on the top?
"White in America," the groundbreaking, earth
shattering, this is whatit's really like, documentary
where is it?

...

©

LET S STOP
ALL THE CHITCHAT,
6UYS"... NAVIGATOR,
WHERE ARE WE ,
NOW?

J

Reverse racism alive at black colleges now
An outrage brewing on a historically black campus has put
Nikole Churchill right in the center ofthe saga.
Churchill is definitely not
your typical Hampton University
student. Churchill is a 22-yearold nursing major who has an
Italian mother and-a father from
Guam.

Churchill was one of about 35
students who applied to compete
in the competition during the
spring semester, and one of the
10 selected to compete after she
turned in the application.
Churchill platform was about
the need to mentor girls between
the ages of 11 and 14 on topics
including self-esteem, body images, and nutrition.
The Miss HU pageant grew
out of the former homecoming
queen, in which students voted
for the winner.

However, the pageant winner
is selected by judges and is automatically selected to serve as the

university's homecoming queen.
Like the other contestants,

Churchill answered about her

cause and the judges were im-

pressed with how she articulated
her words so abruptly.

Five people,
including two
certified by the
Miss
Virginia
competition,
which leads to
the Miss Amer-

ica
pageant,
this
judged
CHELSEA '
year's pageant.
The
other
KING
judges
were
Joan Gentry, an
HU counselor for freshman studies; Lorraine Bell, an HU music
professor; and Henry Mills, a senior vice president at Old Point

National Bank.
It was a milestone at Hampton

that Churchill became the first
non-black student to win on October 9, 2009.
However, after she won several people decided to walk out
because they were furious that a
non-black student had received
the title for the 15thAnnul Miss
HU scholarship pageant.
What happen to the "appreciation?"
The school has a requirement
that states that they must have
"an appreciation for other cultures."

Personally, I think some people are oblivious to the fact that
this could be an opportunity for
people to see that Hampton is
moving forward and it might encourage other minorities at HBCUs to run for a high status like
this.

Why do African-Americans at
HBCUs feel like they have to be
in charge of everything?
This is obviously closedminded thinking because as a
matter of fact we need diversity,

best night of my life!
With that being said, I am sad
to say... that my crowning was
not widely accepted and many
negative comments regarding my
win have been shared throughout
my campus."
I understand why she went to
President Obama because he is
currently being scrutinized for
his position as President of the
United States.

However, I do believe that they
are other avenues that Churchill
because without it we could not could have taken instead of writing a letter to President Obama.
survive
Churchill could have written a
People just generally made
their judgment to quickly and letter to the chancellor of Hampprobably did not observe the ton or possibly a local official in
qualities that Churchill acquired. the state of Virginia.
Overall, those who made raI believe that this young lady
should have the right to be judge cial comments about Churchill
by the content of her character should take a look at themselves
instead of the color of her skin.
because they are not just repreWe, as African-Americans, senting themselves; they are representing the entire campus.
should know not to judge someone based on his or her color due
I thought this was the year
to past issues we have underfor change, not the year for us to
gone.
step back, but maybe some need
After receiving racial comto do just that.
ments, Churchill took action
Step back and take a look at
by sending a letter to President themselves because their actions
Obama, outlining her concerns.
are clearly pushing their race
For instance, "it truly was the back.

HOMECOMING 2009

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS-THE A&T REGISTER

GOSPELCONCERT JamesFortune (far left) and The A&TFellowship Gospel Choir (bottom) open up Homecoming 2009 with a spirit-filled evening in Harrison Auditorium. Cheryl Fortune (farright) sings
through song.

I

* Trust You" Fortune number one hit single.

Choir member Arturo Cummings minsters to crowd Sunday evening

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&T REGISTER;
Arena,
PEP RALLY Blue Regin, Gold Squad Cheerleaders, and the Aggie Dog fuels up the crowd at the Pep Rally, Monday in Corbett Sport

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&T REGISTER

I

AGGIE PRIDE The Aggi Football Team shout a choursof" I'll be an Aggie til Die"and Chancellor Martin challenges the
student s tohave fun but"Be Safe" this homecoming.

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&T REGISTER

COMEDYSHOW Kevin Hart (bottom left) and Arnez J (bottom right) rocked the comedy

show with jokes about family issues.
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'The Girls'are talking
MELISSA E. DALE
& CHELSEAKING

TheA&T Register
As an African-American female, living in today's world,
have you ever felt the need to
just scream? To go to the highest apex and express all your
grievances? Well you're in luck
because now you can do all that
and then some, and you do not
even have to go off campus to
doit.

"Ever since I was 15 years old
I just loved being around women and helping them through
their issues...this is why God
sent me this message," said
Rachel Wilson, the director of
Girl Talk International. Wilson
is Co-Pastor of The New Life
Worship Center.
Wilson and her husband are
strong advocates of God and uplift his name in every way possible. Wilson has always had a
strong passion for communing
with females, since her days of
having Bible Studies/sleepovers
at her house as a teenager. This
is where her idea for Girl Talk
International began.
The main purpose of Girl
Talk International is to encourage females to make positive decisions, build their self-esteems,
provide support, encouragement
and spiritual healing, and support for single mothers, women
who have been physically/mentally abused and women who
have been hurt in general.
"We will educate the ladies

through programs and pray that
they gain a wealth of knowledge, said Tiffany George, one
of the helpers of Girls Talk International. Of the almost 31
women in attendance on Friday
night, there was much positive
feedback to be heard.
The night began promptly at
7:30 p.m. in the General Classroom Buildings Auditorium,
with an empowering prayer
from Co-Pastor Wilson.
After that, the first activity
began, which was called, "Let's
talk about it."
"I married a preacher in my
early twenties and then later
found out that he was a homosexual," said Pastor Willen
Rucker. Rucker bravely stood
up in the middle of the roomand gave her testimony on how
she got out of an emotional broken marriage with a preacher
who was confused with who he
was and was trying to break her
down

The purpose of this symposium was to give like-minded
females an opportunity to say
what's on their minds without

being judged.
"I was very excited, it was

a joyous night and I just love
being around this type of atmosphere," said Ursela Mitchell, a
spoken word artist who feed the
audience positive words to live
by.
After the ladies were done
releasing their past struggles,
a recording gospel trio called
Adoram gave the audience three
uplifting selections.
"The crowd was marvelous
and really giving us good feedback," said Latisha Striblin, vocalist ofAdoram. Adoram sung
three inspirational songs called
"He's Worthy," "I Believe,"
and "He's Coming SoOn," and
the audience response was very
well.
Girl Talk International has
been "going on" for 11 months
now, and the General Classroom

Eventually, she moved away
with her two children and began Building's auditorium is the bigto minister. After all the true gest location that the event has
and sometimes heartbreaking been held at to date.
scenarios were read, the audiThe last time a session was
ence was able to express their held, space was a humongous
problem.
views on the matter at hand.
"This really did help me out
On Friday, November 6, and
with my relationship with my 20, at 7:30 p.m. in the General
boyfriend, it open up my eyes Classroom Building's auditoto let me know that women my rium Wilson and her associates
age was going through the same will be ready and willing to disproblem I was experiencing ," cuss every topic under the sun.
said Danielle Robinson, one of
Do you have something on
the helpers of Girls Talk Inter- your mind? Well let's hear it,
national.
because the girls are talking!

you
ter.

universityIa/

W riti

no

CENTER

Hours of operation

-

Monday Thursday
9:00 a.m. £00 p.m.
Friday
9:00 p.m. -12:00 p.m.

-

Topic development
Organization
Grammar and mechanics
Clarity, unity and much more...
General Classroom Building
Room 309A
Phone: 334-7764
Email: uwc@ncat.edu
Web: http://cas.ncat.edu/~sss
We will not proofread or write your paper for you

Theu VOTE!

Q

Exercise yOUK rights, show
that Agfjie Tride and support
alumna yvonneJohnson at the

polls

voting early, or on
Tuesdau, j/ov. 3rd.
Yvonne Johnson
Mayor of Greensboro
Need a ride to the Polls?
Call the Campaign Office: 373-0434
Paid for by the Committee to Elect Yvonne Johnson

n
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Cross Country team prepares for MEAC championship
Rush, who's also a Greens-

SYLVIA OBELL
Register Reporter

North Carolina A&T defeated North Carolina Central University in the 2009
NCCU Cross Country Classic in Durham last Saturday.
Both the men's and women's teams were victorious at
the meet in Forest Hill Park.
Freshman Kristin Rush and
Janessa Benn led the pack in
the 5k-race.

boro Day graduate, finished
the race first with a time of
19:19.93. Benn came in second with a time of 19:23.49.
The Lady Aggies dominated
the race taking three of the
top five spots; Janee Cadlet's
time of 20:37.49 put her in
fifth place. The trio helped
lead the Aggies to a 33-23
win over the Eagles.
Although Eagles runner
James Kukat came in first

place, Aggies Steven Leggins, Vincent Alford, and
Danzo Cephas took three of
the top five positions in the
7k-race leading the men to a
22-33 win.

The top runner on the men's
side with a time of 26:05.91
was Steven Leggins. Leggins
time earned him second place
in the race.
Alford and Cephas came in
third and fourth place respectively.

Next up for the Aggies is
the 2009 MEAC Cross Country Championship in Princess
Ann, MD.
The Championship meet
had been postponed to this
upcoming weekend after
originally being scheduled
for last weekend.
The top five finishes for men
and women are as follows:

(NCA&T)

3.

Desinia

Johnson

(NCCU)
4. Ashley Cooke (NCCU)
5. Janee Cadlett (NCA&T)
Men:
1. James Kukat (NCCU)
2.
Steven
Leggins
(NCA&T)

3. Eric Spears (Unattached)
Vincent
Alford
(NCA&T)
Danzetn
Cephas
5.
4.

Women:

1. Kristin Rush (NCA&T)
Jannessa
2.
Benn

(NCA&T]

RUNDOWN
FOOTBALL
TEAM

MEAC

OVR.

South Carolina St.
Florida A&M
Morgan St.
N.C. A&T
Norfolk St.
Hampton
Delaware St.
Bethune-Cookman
Howard

UPCOMING GAMES:
HOMECOMING SATURDAY
vs. Bethune Cokman
Aggie Stadium

1:30 p.m.

Nov. 7
@ Florida A&M
Tallahassee, Fla.
3 p.m.

Hampton
athlete
killed in
accident

VOLLEYBALL
TEAM

17-6

Howard

Norfolk State
Hampton
Morgan State

N.C.A&T
Coppin State

The Hampton University
community is mourning the
death of student-athlete Theo
Smalling, who died at approximately 8:40 p.m. on Monday
as reported by hamptonpirates.
com.

Smalling suffered an accidental gunshot wound on the
weekend
ofhis 22nd
birthday
a
after
friend mishandled a
firearm.
c

-

cording to
"The Daily

TheoSmalling

OVR

UMES
Florida A&M
Delaware State
Norfolk State
Bethune-Cookman

DANIEL HENDERSON
Sporte Editor

A

MEAC

Press",
a
local paper
that covers

Hampton University, The 6-foot7 senior starting forward and
team captain from Tampa, Fla.
was out at a nightclub just after
midnight on Saturday morning
when the accident occurred, as
reported by the Hampton Police
Department.
21-year-old Dominique De-

von Smith was charged with
reckless handling of a firearm.
The Commonwealth's attorney's office is still under investigation on whether or not to
pursue additional charges since
the victim did not survive the
injury.

Smalling was a senior sports
management major that was set
to graduate this spring.
He played In 91 games for
the Pirates with 76 starts.
During his junior year he
averaged 5.3 boards per game,
which was the team high and
scored his career high of 15
points on December 22, 2007
when the Pirates played Maryland-Baltimore County.
Smalling averaged 5 points
and 6 boards against the Aggies
last season.
Hampton University presi-

dent William Harvey released
a statement yesterday about the
tragedy.

"Theo was the model for the
term student athlete. He was a
terrific student and an all-star
athlete," Harvey said.

Like sports?
Like to write?
The A&T Register is currently
looking for writers to add to 'the
Score'. Come to
the contributors
meetings held
every Wednesday at 5 p.m. in
the NCB, room
328A.

UPCOMING GAMES:
Friday
vs. Bethune-Cookman
Corbett Sports Center

6 p.m.

Sunday

vs. Florida A&M

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS • A&T REGISTER
six
points
AGGIES
DEFENSE
heldHoward
to
thesecond
half
at
Howard's
now
owns
THE
in
homecoming. A&T
a two-game winning streak overtheBison, who are in last place in the MEAC.

Aggies play'spoilers'
fhe Aggies defeat Howard 30-19 at Bisons'homec

Corbett Sports Center
Noon

BOWLING
TEAM

OVR

Gardner-Webb
Georgia Southern
North Florida
N.C. A&T
Davidson
Florida Gulf Coast
College of Charleston
Radford
Howard
Campbell

PRINCE ASKEW
Register Reporter

went into the half winning

Florida A&M
VMI

13-7

"I was very upset with out first half
performance," Lee said. We actually ran

UPCOMING MEETS

Fri. & Sat.

The Aggies ran wild on Howard Uni-

from the locker room, down the tunnel
versity Saturday afternoon and spoiled through the field and I told them we didn't
their homecoming with a 30-19 victory. wanna stop running until the end of the
Freshman running back Dontavious fourth quarter."
Payne had a career best of 113 yards rushApparently Lee's foruth quarter pep
ing and two touchdowns offof 21 carries. talk worked. It was the last time the BiHe is the Aggies first 100-yard rusher of sons' would hold the lead as the Aggies
the season. Sophomore Mike Mayhew outscored them in the third quarter 10added two touchdowns ofhis own and 54 0. Three of those points came from a
botched snap on a punt attempt which led
yards rushing.
to a 32-yardfield goal by sophomore wide
It was a game where A&T took advantage of turnovers by the Bisons' and receiver Wallace Miles. It was the first
moved the ball behind a strong rushing field goal make of his career and helped
A&T to take a 17-13 lead into,the fourth
game. They also showed huge improvequarter.
ment in the red zone scoring each of the
"When we went out there in the first
four times they made it inside of Howard's 20-yard-line. The defense continued half the live action got to us a little bit,"
Lee said. "
to show itsaggressiveness in forcing turnovers.
"As we got back in tune with the speed
Early on, the Aggies offense may have ofthe game we were able to make some
been affected by having last week off improvements. We had to up the tempo
as they looked a little out of sync. They and play our brand offootball."
went 3-and-out on their first possession
Howard began the fourth quarter with
and the second possession resulted in a another bad snap on a punt and gaveA&T
fumble that gave Howard the ball at midthe ball on the 5-yard line. The next play
was a touchdown rush from Payne to
field. A&T would surrender the first seven points ofthe game sixplays later on a put the Aggies ahead 24-13. The defense
7-yard run. A&T's next two possessions continued to stiffen down the stretch but
eventually Sophomore safety Justin Feralso went 3-and-out.
"We could really feel that bye-week rell intercepted two passes to seal the
deal.
early on," said head coach Alonzo Lee.
"We came out flat which allowed them
The offense looked revamped to start
the second quarter. A 9-play, 80 -yard to run the football a little bit," said Ferdrive capped offby a Mayhew touchdown rell. "We had to get serious and buckle
tied the game at seven. Howard scored down to stop the run. That forced them
the next six points on two field goals and to pass the ball, and that's not really their

.

Scream Night
@TBA

time:TBA

SPORTS
-

NBA INJURY
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THE AGGIES snapped an 11-game losing streak when at
Howard's Greene Stadium. They rank fourth in the MEAC.
strong suit."

In front of a capacity homecoming
crowd of 7,086 in inclement weather,
A&T walked out ofGreene Stadium with
a 5-3 overall record and improve to 3-2 in
the MEAC.
And the rain was a hurdle Lee knew
his team might face as he prepared them
during the bye-week.
"We were use to running in that rain,"
Lee said. " We were ready for thatrain. It
was a blessing for us. The rain was there
because we had prepared in it two days in
a row in that off week."
The Agggies will host Bethune-Cook-

man at 1:30pm.

Lady Aggies suffer winless weekend
LAUREN MORGAN
Register Reporter
On Sunday afternoon in

Corbett Sports Center, the
North Carolina A&T volleyball team loss 3-1 against
South Carolina State (23-25,
25-23,25-19, 25-15).
After splitting the first two
sets, the South Carolina State
Bulldogs proved to be too
much forA&T when they won
the last two sets.
The Aggies were led by
Janae Mitchell who recorded
her seventh double-double of
the season. Mitchell, a senior,
recorded 11 digs and a career
high 20 kills for A&T.
Junior Amber Inman added
41 assists and 10 digs for A&T
while senior Tiffany Mellette
added 18 digs.

an attack error by South Carolina
State's Jade Sanford.
The teams battled again in
though
the Agthe second set.
gies won
Trailing the Bulldogs 21the first 19, Mitchell brought the Agset, South gies back with two consecuCarolina tive kills.
did not
The Aggies connected on
go down two more kills gaining a 23-22
Tiffany Mellette without a advantage before falling to the
fight.
Bulldogs 257 23.
The AgPaige Webb led the Bullgies were down 22-21 when dogs with 17 digs and 11 kills
Bree Dotstry recorded a kill while Lauren Harris added 18
that tied the game for the Agdigs.
Two days before the South
gies.
The Bulldogs would regain Carolina State game, the Agthe lead, but that would be the gies played Norfolk StateUnilast point they scored.
versity at the Corbett Sports
Mitchell connected on two Center and loss the matchup
kills giving the Aggies a 24-23 3-1 (25-9, 23-25, 25-18, 2513).
advantage.
The Aggies won the set off
Tiffany Mellette led the

A 1

Aggies with 14 kills and eight
digs while Junior Bridget Mc-

Caskill added six kills and 10
digs.
The Aggies won the sec-

ond set of the match after a
16-point loss in the first set.
In the second set the Aggies came from behind 16-12
to tie the game at 21 on a Nicole Kessner kill.

The Spartans regained the
lead until a service error tied
the game.
After two kills by Mellette
and an attack error by Elayne
Greer ofthe Spartans, the Aggies won the set 25-23 tying
the match at one game apiece.
Charlotte Armstead and
Tracey Copley led the Spartans with 12 kills each. Armstead added five blocks in the
Spartans victory.

CHARLOTTE (AP)
Charlotte
Bobcats starting shooting
guard Raja Bell is leaning
toward putting off surgery

and trying to play this season
with a torn ligament in his
left wrist. Bell said Tuesday
he'll sit out the first week of
the season. But if he makes
progress, he'll try to play.
Surgery would sideline him
up to four months. Bell was
injured when his wrist bent
awkwardly as he tried grab
a loose ball in an exhibition
game on Oct. 18.
JAY-Z AT WORLD SERIES
NEW YORK (AP) -The New York
Yankees have been blasting
Jay-Z's "Empire State of
Mind" during their playoff
run. Now, the team is having
the rap king perform the song
live to kick off Game 1 of
the World Series. Jay-Z and
fellow New Yorker Alicia Keys
are set to perform the hit on
Wednesday, as the Yankees
take on defending World Series champs, the Philadelphia
Phillies.
The Associated Press

iWMmsrans
1986- The NewYork
Mets beat Boston Red
Sox in four games to 3

in the 83rd World Series.
Third baseman Ray Knight
finished the series batting

391 and was named MVR
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2009 HOMECOMING GAME PREVIEW
Janae Mitchell is one of the
starting outside hitters for
the A&T volleyball team. She
is following up a solid junior
year with a career season this
year as a senior. Through 75
games played, she leads the
team with 188 kills averaging
2.51 per match and is second
in digs with 176. Team success however is more important

than individual accolades

and everything has not gone
as planned in her final year.
Our Register Reporter Prince
Askew had a chance to talk
with Mitchell to find out more
about the record-setting season

PA- When

do you plan
on graduat-

ing?
JM- Dec e mb er
2010

PA- What
are

your

for
you
graduate?
JM- I want to go into grad
school, to be more specific as
to what I want to do print research

Janae Mitchell

plans

PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS- A&T REGISTER

when

PA- How does being a student
athlete affect your grades?
JM- It just requires you to do

a lot more. It takes a lot more
time management really.

PA- What's your GPA if you
don't mind me asking?
JM- Right at 3.0
PA- How long have you been
playing volleyball?
JM- Since the fourth grade.
PA- Is it hard to stay motivated without a large fan base
on the campus?
JM- Not really, that's not really my motivation.
I have a different type of motivation going on here although
it would be nice to have a good
fan base.
PA- I'm sure. Is being the senior on the team and the team
leader/team captain, is that a

role you're comfortable with
and that you embrace?
JM- Definitely yea, that's
something that I've been really
trying to embrace now.
It's a different kind of leadership you have to do when
you're dealing with different
players, a different approach.

PA- So what type of things
do you say to the team during
a season like this?
JM- We can still go out there
and do our best. There's still a
chance as far as the tournament
you know. It's never too late.

IT'S BEEN SIX YEARS since theAggies have won a homecoming game at Aggie Stadium. The last victory came during their 2003 MEAC Championship season when they defeated the Howard Bisons 27-7.

CARLTON BROWN
Business Manager

is leading tackier Brandon
Jackson with 47 tackles and 1
sack.
Bethune-Cookman

This Saturday afternoon
homecoming weekend will be
capped off with the Aggies (53, 3-2) facing Bethune-Cookman at Aggie Stadium.
The Aggies under first-year
head coach Alonzo Lee, need
just one win to secure their
first winning season in six
years
The two teams have met at
A&T's homecoming seven
times, with the Aggies leading
the series 4-3.
The last homecoming resulted in a 24-20 Wildcat victory.
Aggie Offense
The starting quarterback will
be Carlton Fears, who has
thrown for over 807 totalyards

and four touchdowns through
seven games this season.

Running back Mike Mayhew
has ran for 424 yards averaging 4.6 yards per carry and 5

touchdowns, while Dontavious Payne has also helped stabilize the ground game with
333 yards and 2 touchdowns

will
Bethune-Cookman
come into Aggie Stadium not
as dominant as iast season,
but they won't come empty
handed.
They have four different
running backs that have accumulated more than 100 yards
rushing
Androse Bell and Matthew

Johnson lead the Wildcats

running attack.
On 52 carries, Bell has gained
207 yards in one touchdown
mid-season and Johnson has
passed for 462 yards and a
touchdown.
The Aggies will also have to

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS • A&T REGISTER
THE AGGIES guaranteed a homecoming victory this Saturday against Bethune-Coookman.

total this season
The passing game has been
below average at under 120
yards per game.
Wallace Miles and Larry
Raper are both averaging 13
yards per catch. Miles is the

ieading receiver with 316
yards and 3 touchdowns.
Aggie Defense

Over the first 7 games the
Aggies have picked off a total
of ten interceptions surpassing
the total of interceptions the
teams had the last three sea-

sons
Defensive back Justin Ferrell
is haying stellar year. He ac-

counts for 5 ofthose takeways,
along with Quay Long, Andre
Thornton, and Jarrell Herring
rounding out the mix. These
three players have a combined

52 tackles unassisted and

five sacks for the year. Herring received preseason, All
American honors from Consensus Draft Services, also
naming Thornton preseason
All- HBCU.
Rounding out Lee's Army

maintain sophomore wide-out
JeVaughn Reams, who leads
the team with 27 receptions
for 369 yards.
Leading the charge defensively, is sophomore rover

Reggie Sandilands, racking up
46 tackles already this season.
Accompanying him on the
front line will be Senior Defensive Lineman Dexter Jack-

son, with 45 tackles of his own
with 6.5 of those for a loss of
over 28 yards.

Wrap-Up
If the Aggie defense can find
a way to shut down the Wildcats triple-option attack, they

shouldn't have a problem with
Bethune-Cookman.
This offense is designed to
run the ball effectively with
usually thre different backs
including the quarterback and
very little passing.

The defensive players must
stay on their particular assignments because one player out
of position can cause the offense to explode.
Lee emphasized in Monday's press conference that
they cannot let the Wildcats
get an early lead with this

style of offense because it's
hard to overcome and that the
team took a couple days over
the summer to practice against
this offense.
The team seems confident

about their preparation for
Saturday as they promised a
victory at Monday's pep rally.
Only time will tell.

Flag football team
earns third state title

PA- Aright we're going to get
into some personal stuff. What
type of things do you like to
do, like hobbies or things you
do on the weekends?
JM- When I do have a weekend, I like to go to the movies
and shop. Also I'm a big sister so I try to get a lot of kiddy
stufffor my little sisters.

PA- What type of music do
you like?
JM- I listen to just about everything including alternative
but I would say my favorite is
like old school, R&B.

PA-Who's your favorite R&B
artist?

JM- I hate when people ask
me that. Let's go with Alicia

Keys.

PA- What's your favorite

movie?

JM- Crooklyn.

PA- What's your favorite
food?

JM- Pizza
PA-Do you plan to play volleyball after you graduate?
JM- No, there's always an
opportunity as far as leagues
and stuff like that but nothing
senous

PA- Okay that's all I got for
you

JM- Alright

SUBMITTED PHOTO
A&T'SFINEST won their third consecutive state title this month and will compete in regionals.

PRINCE ASKEW
Register Reporter
The North Carolina A&T

State University's Flag Football team has won the state
championship for the third
consecutive year.
On October 18,A&T's Finest defeated Campbell University by a score of 31-12 to
earn the honors.
"A lot of hard-work and
commitment, dedication and
preparation was put in from
the guys since we began practicing the end of August,"
said head coach Robert McNair. "It was pretty gratifying because it's kind of hard
to stay on top when you've
been on top for two years in
a row."
Number five, Lamar Johnston, was recognized as the

MVP of the championship.
Jashaun Carter along with
Olajdie Pullen and Rashad
Richardson, were all named

to the all-tournament team

Before playing

the host

team at Campbell University,
the Aggies had to advance

through pool play.
Fifteen teams from all over
the state were in attendance

College Smokers

Interested in new discoveries about smoking?

the weekend of October 1618. A&T's Finest beat N.C.
State 29-8 opening up.
They followed that up with
victories overLoUisburg College 34-0, UNC Charlotte
43-6, and a semifinals victory
over Campbell 27-20.
They beat Campbell a sec-

Duke University Medical Center is looking for college
smokers at UNC-G, ages 18-21 who smoke cigarettes, to
be part of a study at UNC-G exploring who is or is not at
risk for smoking related harm. This is not a smoking
cessation study. You will get paid $100 for completing
all parts ofthe study. For more information, and to see if
you qualify, call 919-956-5644.

that hasn't been done," said

Individuals who smoke cigarettes and are over age 21 may qualify for other
studies. Please call for details.

ond time to win the states.
"I was very proud of the
guys for accomplishing this
feat because this is something
McNair."

"Winning three [championships] in a row is kind of unprecedented."
Regionals will begin on November 6 at UNC Wilmington

Duke University Medical Center

#7967

MECOMING

NXLEVEL
DAY

•Bentley's
Lounge
• 709 E. Market
•Doorsopen at
10pm
•Limited
amount of NO
wait tickets
available online
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Fortune kicks off Homecoming right
SYLVIA O'BELL
Register Reporter
James Fortune and the
A&T Gospel Choir kickedoff Homecoming 2009 on
Sunday.
NC A&T's Gospel Concert
is thefirst homecoming event
every year. Emotion-filled
performances had students,
alumni, family and friends
praising the Lord together.
"I thought it was an
awesome experience. It was
a great that A&T started
homecoming with a night full
of giving God glory. To see
all ofthe alumni and students
come out and praise the Lord
together was a beautiful
sight," said James Fortune,
the night's headliner, in
reference to the spirit-filled
evening

•Triple Crown
Stepshow

afterparty
•Music City
Events Center
•7700 Boeing
Drive

• Hosted by
AlphaPhi Alpha and Delta
Sigma Theta
• Superior, stylish and sophisticated attire is
madatory
•18+to enter

AY
•Enigma:
Homecoming
Hotel Costume
Party
•Wyndham
Garden Hotel
•6426 Burnt

Poplar Rd.
• Superior, stylish and sophisticated attire is
madatory
• Costumes
highly suggested, but not
mandatory
•18+to enter

mir\g2009

The concert, scheduled to
start at 6 p.m., startedarecord
two minutes early. A praise
team made up of select A&T
gospel choir members started
the event singing "Lord You
Are Awesome."
The evenings MC's were
97.1's Joseph Level and
A&T's 90.1 representative
Vakaya Townsend.
Level came on stage with
a message from WinstonSalem State University
saying that A&T is starting
their homecoming off the
right way, worshiping with
the Lord.
Level also said despite
A&T's,
WSSU's,
and
UNCG's homecomings being
this week, everyone knows
A&T's will be the best.
Level could not help
but mention the Aggies
recent takeover of Howard's
homecoming
this
past
weekend.

The event then officially
PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&T REGISTER
opened with a series of
performances from the A&T SOUL SESSION SGA hosted theAgggie & Poets show onFriday, Septemeber 19,2008in Stallings
award-winning gospel choir. Ballroom. The program featuredmany Aggies including Damiqua"Champ" Champion, one ofthe many
The choir came out singing aggie poets whopresented thiertalent using emotion through words
a melody of songs with their
signature
emotion-filled give out to the crowd,
spoken word, scripture and
choreography
the
concert's prayer.
Finally
The choir sang a series headliner,
Fortune &
His message was to "allow
of songs, with no break FIYA, tookJames
the stage. FIYA your praise to match your
in-between.
The
choir's is made up of Fortunes three expectation."
performances
evoked
a back-up singers, including
his
At the end ofhisperformance
plethora of emotions with the wife. Together they performed
he
had
members ofthe audience
help ofthe A&T praise dancers his songs, "It Was You",
come down to the front of the
"I'm
and a group ofmime dancers.
Good", "I Wouldn't
stage, hold hands in prayer and
The choir even incorporated and his #1 hit single, Know",
"I
praise
Trust
the Lord.
some of Michael Jackson's You."
Harrison
Auditorium was
famous dance moves from his
Fortune shared his moving full ofpeople shouting, singing,
"Thriller" music video.
testimony behind the #1 hit crying, praying, speaking in
Choir member Arturo single, "I Trust You".
When
Cummings felt the choir's he wrote the song Fortune, tongues, and praising God.
Freshman Chelsea Smith
performance was a success.
his wife (who was pregnant thought the event was very
"We have been prepping at the time),
their two inspirational, "James Fortune
for this event for the last three children were and
homeless. The was amazing, I felt his spirit."
weeks. We practiced almost car they were living from was
Jasmin said, "It was a great
every day, for many, many repossessed, and they lived
event.
in
hours," said Cummings.
a series oftiny motels. It was
"I'm glad everyone came
After
the
choir's in one of those motel rooms out. Travis
Jackson did a
performance the MC's came that Fortune wrote
Trust
"I
great job putting this event
back on stage and did Gospel You". Years later it became the
together."
CD give-a-way. The first few number
The success of the night
gospel song for 30
CD's were given to the oldest weeks one
in a row.
left
Vice-President of External
people in the auditorium as
Affairs, Travis Jackson, almost
Fortune's
moved
testimony
as
an
well
A&T senior with a many
students. At the end speechless!
4.0 GPA.
of the night all A&T student
"James Fortune tore this
SGAPresident Syene Jasmin
Bishop could say was, place up!" said Jackson.
also came on stage to deliver a LenithiaTrust
You!"
"I Will
"You don't go through
message encouraging everyone
James
Fortune
was not struggles for no reason, and we
to go out and vote during the content with just performing
didn't go through this for no
Mayor and City Council for the crowd; he engaged reason.
elections this week and then them a worship service
in
not
This was an amazing way to
gave out the rest ofthe CD's to
only through song, but through start homecoming 2009!"

1. If this is homecoming week and you want to look your "best", why do you return your outfits on Sunday?

2. Didn't you spend all first semester saving up money for those? 3. Were your midterm grades so bad you

had to return your clothes to finally buy your textbooks? 4.1s it too little too late? 5. Is anyone going to go
trick or treating? 6. Aren't you too old for that? 7. So which one are you, a "trick" or a "treat"? 8. Is there
really even a difference? 9. Do you use homecoming to dress up like slut and call it a costume so you can
get away with it? 10. Did you know classes were cancelled for honors convocation? 11. Are you going to go
to convocation or will you just sleep off your hangover from that party? 12. Does it make a difference that
Maya Angelou is going to be there? 13. Do you even know who that is? 14. Why not? 15. Don't you think you
should be ashamed of yourself for not knowing? 16. Did you go to the comedy show? 17. Did Kevin Hart use
the same jokes he used the last time he was here? 18. Do you think the football team will actually hold up
to there promise and win the game?19. How much will you drink if they do? 20. Will you support the team
anymore if they don't?

the SCENE
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DJ-Producer Battle
PRINCE ASKEWGRIMES
Register Reporter

I AM Music & Media (IAMM)
hosted their first annual DJ and
producer beat battles on October
15. It was held in Exhibit Hall
ofthe Memorial Student Union
in front of a packed audience.
The DJ battle was the first to
kick things off. DJ J-Hood,
DJ Weatherman, and DJ JD
each took a turn on the one's
and two's. There were three
rounds where each had a chance
to display their skills on the

rounds with segments of music
to keep the crowd involved.
There were break-dancers in the
back giving everyone a show
away from the show.
"It's a lot of people who look
up to rappers and producers
and they want to do the same
things," said DJ Weatherman in
response to why this event was
important. "This gives them the

iy, October 28,2009

MOVIE REVIEW: LAW-ABIDING CITIZEN

Foxx thrills inlaw Abiding
DA'SHAWN CLOWNEY
Register Reporter

Shelton being warns Rice to fix
the flawed justice system that
failed his family, or key players
associated with the trial, such
as judges, attorneys, and even
family could all die.
Rice thinks he is calling
a bluff, but Shelton follows
through on his threats.
As assassinations
occur
frequently, Philadelphia is full
of fear as Shelton takes down
high-profile targets one by one
and authorities can't do anything
to stop it.
Rice must outwitthis brilliant
sociopath in a battle of wills in
which even the smallest misstep

outlet."
Academy Award winner
It turned out to be a very upbeat Jamie Foxx teams up with the
event, considering it is was the King Leonidas himself, Gerard
first from IAMM. There was Butler for the American Legal
a small delay at the beginning System thriller, "Law Abiding
due to some logistics that had Citizen."
turntables.
This film starts off with a
In between each DJ round is to be straightened out with the
home
invasion robbery that
but
it
university,
big
wasn't
a
where the producers had a
chance to put their beats on deal. The final participants will turns into a deadly homicide.
Clyde Shelton (Butler) is
display. A large number ofbeat get exposure at the homecoming
the
Ail-American family dad
pep
The
overall
winner
rally.
event
makers showed up for this
whose
and daughter are
at
and made it difficult for the will be introduced the concert, brutally wife
murdered
during a
a
claim
and
be
featured
trophy
judges to narrow down the final
robbery.
home
invasion
on the IAMM TV and radio
contestants.
Nick
Rice
(Foxx), can lead to death.
It was a lively audience and shows.
time
Philadelphia's
big
Rice finds his family's safety
crowd participation played Formerly known as SWIM prosecutor is assigned to the
a large role in deciding the (students with interest in music), case and he offers one of the at stakeand is now in a desperate
winners of each contest. While this is the first year the group has suspects a light sentence in race against time facing a deadly
some participants had a huge been under the name of IAMM.
exchange for testifying against adversary who always seems to
be one step ahead.
following, there were some that "We changed our name at the his accomplice.
A film with suspense, thrills,
of
this
semester
to
beginning
would've seen the sandman tap
The movie then jumps 10
dance across the stage, had this broaden our focus not just on years ahead of time, and the and mind games, "Law Abiding
music but also media," said suspect who got away is found Citizen," is a box office hit. The
been Showtime at the Apollo.
came in fourth place this
The hosts DJ and DJ Merv, Chris Crenshaw a member of murdered. The mastermind film
weekend
behind "Paranormal
behind his death is Shelton.
kept things smooth in between IAMM.
Activity, Saw VI, and Where

7

the Wild Things Are", with
$12,713,000. You want to find a
movie that will keep you on the
edge ofyour seat the whole time;
well "Law Abiding Citizen" is
the movie for you.

Singer Mills visits campus
KELCIEMCRAE
Register Reporter

In the hope of inspiring
thespians and singers alike at
North CarolinaA&T, sophomore
theater major Janaya Hudson
along with theater professors
helped bring Stephanie Mills to
the campus on Thursday in the
Paul Roberson Theater.
The Grammy award-winning

singer and Broadway star
visited with an Acting III class,
along with others interested in
hearing her accounts ofher rise
to stardom, and the trials and
tribulations thatcame withbeing
in the entertainment industry.
"I wantto hearabout whather
experiences were like, andknow
what to expect in this business,"
said sophomore professional
theater major Kamundi Jones
prior to the start ofthe program.
"I want to know what keeps her
going, and just be inspired by
her."

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

THIS IS IT, a documentary
chronicling the performance
of former music icon Michael
Jackson comes out today.
Tickets have been sold out
in advance for weeks around
the country for this two week
only event. It will be shown
locally at the Four Seasons
Grande Theatre- d.r.m.

[money]," she said.

To help stress her point,
Mills' lawyer, Johnny Taylor,
also proclaimed that there are
a lot of big time stars that are
completely broke. He said they
did not manage their money
wisely, which ultimately left
them in the situation they are
in.
Not only did Mills speak
on how she managed and
coped with the hectic life of a
performer, she also managed to
briefly clarify the relationship
between her and the king ofpop
himself, Michael Jackson.
"Michael was definitely my
boyfriend back in the day," said
Mills. "But I don't know ifI was
his girlfriend," she said over
loud bursts oflaughter from the
audience.

Mills then began to talk
briefly about the friendship
that grew between her and the
late Jackson, and also went on
to adamantly proclaim how
genuine of a person he was. The
two worked together in the play,

ICE AGE 3 is now on DVD.
he animated characters from
the two previous 'Ice Age'
adventures are back and up
to more mischief. This outing
revolves around Sid the sloth
(voiced by John Leguizamo),
who gets into trouble when
he adopts some dinosaur
eggs to create a makeshift
family. This comical and light
hearted, yet detailed family
movie delighted millions on
the big screen and is sure to
do the same for millions more
on DVD.

- D.R.M
Mills may be most known
by her role as Dorothy in The
Wiz, in which her famous The Wiz.
Mills also went on to stress
rendition of the R&B ballad,
tffe
"Home" was featured. She the importance ofstaying true to
wona Grammy in 1980 for Best oneself. She emphasized to the
R&B Vocal Performance for the ladies in the room to not look
song, "Never Knew Love Like for happiness in a man, but to
This Before." Additionally, she already have self-happiness.
"Shekeptreiterating stufflike
had many singles top the charts
including, "I've Learned To be yourself, and being true to
Respect The Power of Love," yourself. She helped me realize
and "IfI Were Your Woman."
that I have to be myself no
"There were times where matter where I go, and whatever
I'd cry because I wanted to do I go through," said sophomore
something that didn't happen, theater major Cecilia McNeill.
THE DIVINE NINE
Work is not over for Mills PAN-HELLENIC
and you do get discouraged, but
STEP
she
point,
is currently
that's when you're faith kicks at this
at
SHOW
take
place
will
in," said Mills in response to working on finishing a children's
the
Greensboro
Coliseum
on
how she handles moments of book, which was inspired by
the
her
son's
love
for
his
mother.
at
With
Friday
p.m.
7
discouragement.
Mills became a star at the The book will be distributed Kappas from South Carolina
young age of nine. She grew sometime in the early part ofthe State coming, all nine organiup in the limelight, and has New Year, along with a studio zations will step.Tickets are
a great deal of knowledge of album she is currently working
$12.50 for students and $20
how to successfully work both on. She currently has her own the
day of event for everyone
the outer and inner workings company, CJ Entertainment.
at
the
Brown Ticket Office.
When asked what was the
ofthe business. Aside from the
one
she
wants
students
to
The
host
of Friday's event
thing
basic ability to successfully
master the craft of acting and embed in to their minds, Mills will be 106 and Parks Teror singing, Mills also stressed simply said, "To be true to rence J also a A&T alum.
the importance of knowing themselves, and never ever give
D.R.M
the other side of the industry; up, and never listen to someone
whotells you can't. They should
money management.
"I learned that, if I can go always strive to be the best they
out on the stage and sing, I can can be."
go to the bank and deposit it

A

DOWNTOWN
VARIETY GOODS STORE

Greensboro's GREEK Store
JACKC.TS-T-5ti*-rADDLt5-WooJ„Gift.-...ETC

418-A East Market St
Greensboro, NC 27401
(336) 275-2980

-

Monday-Saturday 9 am 7 pm
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A New Beginning:
Strengthening Our Legacy For Future Generations
A&T STATE UNIVERSITY
r i
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Alumni from around the world have come home to celebrate
"The Greatest Homecoming on Earth."

We, the collective body of Alumni, work every day to be the voice and
presence of North Carolina A&T State University wherever we live and
work. We are dedicated to ensuring your and our future as alumni and
have committed to live our theme:
A New Beginning: Strengthening our Legacy forFuture Generations
er Presi

ni Ch

lum iCh
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Phone

E-mail

828-777-6493

wyoun61215 @bellsouth.net
tipmillie @ yahoo.com
255ray@bellsouth.net
jermel.miller@gmail.com
bblakney@intrstar.net
central_fl_aggies@yahoo.com
jrouse67@hotmail.com
dst41ife27 @ yahoo,com

Asheville
Atlanta, Ga

William E. Young, III
Tiffany Walker

Augusta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Bladen/Columbus County
Central Florida
Queen City Charlotte
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ga.
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas
Delmarva, Md.

Raymond McCoy

404-441-0810
706-793-4402

Jermel Miller

410-271-5135

Bonita Blakeney
Randy Parker (Interim)

910-642-4601
407-298-7654
704-391-9393
708-288-6029
513-636-8089
330-414-8423
706-562-0323
614-294-9185
972-978-0656
302-697-0431
919-672-0771
910-630-6279
252-257-2104
704-460-9561
336-674-6889
919-344-9265
252-536-2727
713-669-1069
256-852-3089
904-764-0722
252-527-8676
917-561-0153
302-764-8128
973-677-0665
215-924-0810

-

Jason Rouse

Casey Nesbit
The Rev. Irvin Moore

Durham

Fayetteville
Franklin-Warren-Vance County
Gastonia
Gate City-Greensboro
Goldsboro-Wayne County
Halifax/Northampton
Houston, Texas
Northern Alabama-Huntsville, Ala.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kinston/Lenoir County
New York, N.Y.
Northern Delaware
Northern New Jersey
Philadelphia, Pa.

Phoenix, Ariz.
Pitt County
Queens/Long Island, N.Y.
Raleigh/Wake County
Richmond, Va.
Roanoke Valley, Va.
Rochester, N.Y.
Rocky Mount/Tarboro
Sandhills

Seattle/Tacoma, Wash
Tallahassee, Fla.

South Florida
Tidewater, Va.
Twin City
Washington, D.C
Williamsburg/Peninsula, Va.
Wilmington
Wilson County

Paul Hardy
Richard Rumley
Emily Bailey
Octavia Jones
Gregory Smith
Ricky Leathers
Mr. Jesse Martin
Dr. Laikhe T. Jones
Mr. Lee Harrell
David Carmon
Raymond Smith Jr.
Daniel Shields (Interim)
Shonn Mayhew
Robert Helem
(contact)Henry Mickens

Joseph Tyson
Shana Dixon Parker
Anotinette Liggians
Rob Edwards
Carolyn Rinehardt
Demetrish Howard
Bishop A.H. Hartsfield
Janet Burton
JustinParker
Charles Epps
Diane Jones
Joe L. Anderson
Warren Mitchell
Percy Degraffenreid
Tyrone Perry
(contact)Jacquelyn McClaud
Hosea Butler Jr.
Frances Peppers
Carolyn Kerns
Hugene Fields
LTC (Ret.) Hubert Wagstaff
Sheila W. Harvey
James Barnes

revirv@fuse.net

pthardy@goodyear.com
ckr249@ mindspring. com

lovieafi2000@yahoo.com
octavia.jones@jqminc.com
gsmith5015 @ comcast.net
durhamaggiealumni @ gmail.com
jagmartin4951©yahoo.com
overcomerl711 ©yahoo.com
lehjr06@aol.com
davidcarmon@bellsouth.net
rsmithl911@nc.rr.com

shieldsinsurance@charter.net
anterio@hotmail.com
rbhele0809@aol.com

henrymcmickens@comcast.net
jtyson3@suddenIink.net
newyorkdixon@yahoo.com
aliggians@hotmail.com
rob edwards l@msn.com
crinehardt5 @aol.com

demetrish 16@hotmail.com

321-438-6543

252-830-5298
516-223-1621
804-513-5169
804-639-0312
540-266-7533
585-381-7738
252-904-1783
910-947-5847
206-851-2732
252-548-1835
305-628-0727
757-547-4712
336-785-3284
202-385-7191

jtb 1213@optononline.net
parkerJt@hotmail.com
charlesepps@hotmail.com
dianejones3@cox.net
cofer12345 @ yahoo.com
aggiewjm@cs.com
degraff@live.com
tyrone.s.perry@boeing.com
jackie96_23@hotmail.com
hoseabutler®acninc.net
contact@tidewateraggiealum.org
kernsfam4@bellsouth.net

757-273-0823

president@ncatalumnidc.org
hwagstaff@cox.net

252-243-9727

eharvey@ec.rr.com
jaed_barnes@yahoo.com

2010 OFFICER
President

First Vice President
Second Vice President

Recording Secretary
Treasurer
Immediate Past President

Interim Executive Director
Assistant Secretary
Parliamentarian

Gerald Williams'83
Marvin L. Walton'91,'93
Chuck Burch Jr. '82
Vacant

president@ncatsualumni.org
1 stvp @ncatsualumni. org
2ndvp @ ncatsualumni .org

Catherine Simmons '94

treasurer@ncatsualumni.org

Pamela L. Johnson '91
Deloris Chisley '73
Felicia Brown '89
Anthony 'TJ" Jackson '81, '83

pastpres@ncatsualurnni.org
edir@ ncatsualumni. org
recsec@ncatsualumni.org
par @ ncatsualumni. org

North Carolina A&T State University Alumni Association, Inc
Alumni Foundation Event Center
200 N. Benbow Road

Greensboro, NC 27411

